
THE FIVE LONDON TOUCH PLATES 
A touch plate was a plate of plain and heavy tin where a pewterer struck his mark on 
admission to the Pewterers’ Guild.  

This important Guild set many rules, and effectively tried to control how pewterers worked. 
H H COTTERELL in 1929 Published Photos of the London Touch Plates at the back of his 
book OLD PEWTER ITS MAKERS AND MARKS. 

H J J L MASSE in 1921 had previously published illustrations/diagrams of each London Touch 
Mark. To the end of the book (The Pewter Collector) are simple description details, when 
known, of each Mark. All Marks were numbered. 

They are published here in this way for our reader’s interest and for the first time since 
1921. 

These images can be enlarged and copied. 

There is a problem revealed today by the digital cameras used. 

Take Mark 66 under the horse in the illustration is the number 6. By Camera today this 
mark is very clearly not a 6 but a stirrup 

 
 

 
To date (April 2018) only the first London touch plate has had the pewterers’ 
marks photographed individually in high resolution. Marks on the other plates 
will be added to the Pewter Society’s database in due course. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

THE TOUCH PLATES 

( Thoroughly revised, from the origt'nals t'mpressed on the 
5 Touclt Plates preserved at Pewterers' Hall.) 

NorE.-Names, dates, and parts of names and dates in paren
theses are conjectural, for the most part being supplied from the 
Lists of Freemen and Yeomen, the lists of Officials of the Pewterers' 
Company, articles in museums and collections, and from various 
rubbings. L. =Took up his livery; M. = Master of the Company; 
S. =Steward; W. =Warden of the Company; Y. =bccame a Yeo
man of the Company; s. b. c.=small beaded circle; v. s. b. c. = 

very small beaded circle : p. c. = plain circle ; b. o. = beaded oval ; 
I. p. o. = large plain oval ; p. o. = plain oval: p. I. = with sprays of
palm-leaves at the edges of the punch; p. I. c. =palm-leaves crossed;
p. I. c. t. = palm-leaves crossed and tied ; b. p. = between pillars. 
The horizontal lines are inserted to show the lines of touches on 
the touchplates, and so to facilitate reference. 

It would be possible to hazard conjectures as to many more of 
the initials in these touches, but it had only been done when there 
was some peculiarity in the combination coupled with corrobora
tive evidence from the initials of the names of the Liverymen and 
of the Yeomanry, or from other sources. In some cases where 
earlier conjectures have been proved to be correct, the brackets have 
been omitted. 

Touch Plate I. (Dimensi01is 19½ x 13i in.) 

1. R. L. in an oval � a comet between the letters. (Robert
Lucas. M., 1667.) 

2. JOHN Srurn in b. c. ; below an indistinct device. Is it
meant for a leaf and silkworms? (W., 1652, '55; M., 
'58.) (Struck twice.) 

2a. Illegible except 1Os. 
3. A. M. in v. s. b. c.; device, two pewter pots with date

between, [16)63. (? Anth. Mayors. W., 1667, '68.) 
4. [TH]EOPHILUS READING; device, a winged caduceus

with two stars above (p. 1.) 
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222 THE PEWTER COLLECTOR 

5. N. K. in b. c.; a hand grasping a slipped rose. (? Nicholas
Kelk. W., 1663 ; M., '65, '81, '86.) 

6. T. H. in b. o. ; with a crowned heart. (P. b. c.) (? Thomas
Howard or Haward. W., 1658 ; M., '66.) 

7. R. M.; beaded circle with bird and [16)63.1 (? Ralph
Marsh. W., 1657, '62; M., '65. Or Rich. Millet or 
Mellet. W., 1660.) 

8. W. G. ; device, a dolphin (?) in b. c.
9. I. F. in s. b. c. ; a harp.

10. A. F. in s. b. c. ; harp rising out of a crown.
II. S. I. in s. b. c.; a lamb and flag. (? Samuel Jackson.)
12. T. D. in b. c. ; a griffin's head erased, on a torse, with

crown above. (? Thomas Dickinson. L., 1667.) 
13. N. H. in s. b. c. ; a talbot, with date 1662.
14. I. B., with crowned rose-en-soleil. (? James Bullevant.

L., 1667.) 
15. I. L. in s. b. c. ; six flowers between the rays of an estoile.

(? John Lackford. 1664.) 
16. In 1. p. o., at the top E. SoNNANT 2 in a label·; below this,

in a cartouche between two palm-branches, a rose with 
large crown above it; and on a.scroll above, I. TAUDIN 
[JAQUES TAUDIN). (This man was a Frenchman, 
naturalized, who became a freeman in 1657.) His 
name is often misspelled. (Cf. No. 344 and 557.) 

17. T. H.; in a p. o. a fleur-de-lys, with a palm-spray on
either side; at the top a crown, with the letters T. H. 
(Thomas Hudson). 

18. FRA. LEA; a pomegranate with p. 1. (He seems to have
had two similar punches, but of different sizes.) (Cf. 
No. 39.) (L., 1664.) 

19. Jo. INGLES in a b. o. on a scroll in the upper part of a
cartouche; below this 1671 and two hands grasped 
(p. !.). (A large manufacturer of pewter.) 

20. W. A. in a very small touch. (? William Austin or William
Ayliffe.) 

21. I. H. (?) in v. s._b. c., with a mermaid.

1 "It was ordered by the Court Dec. 11 1h 1662-3 that all Lay
men doe alter there tutches within fourteene dayes w1h y0 date of 
1663," and on the 17th it was ordered that "all tutchcs bee ... 
registered in a booke at y• hall w 1hin a month." (Welch, ii. 130.) 

1 It is probable that T AUDIN inserted E. SoNNANT in order to
show the quality of his pewter. Later TAUDINS, and also JONAS 
DURAND, did the same, and the E is often badly stamped and looks 
like Hor R. 
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22. C. S. in s. b. c., with a spray of rose.
23. I. L., with date [16)63.
24. W. C. in b. c., with date 1663. (? William Cross. L.,

1659.) 
25. W. A. in b. c. ; a female figure, with anchor, W. A., and

date [16)63. (Vide No. 20.) 
26. W. I. in b. c. ; with a bush in the centre.
27. R. I. in c.; with a shepherd's crook surmounted by a

crown, and date 1657. 
28. R. H. in b. c. ; two naked boys (? the sign Gemini) hold

ing hands ; above them a sun in splendour ; between 
them [16)64. 

29. H. P. in b. o., with foliage ; below it an interlaced knot
and a letter, very indistinct. (? Henry Perris. S., 
1662 ; W., '68, '73; M., '78.) 

30. I. F. in b. c.; with a cardoon on a stalk, and 166(?).
(? John Finch.)

31. T. C. in s. b. c., with an eel, and date [16)63.
32. I. C., with a griffin's head erased in a 12-pointed star.
33. G. (? A.) in b. c. ; a unicorn gorged with a mural crown

and a rose near the forefeet. 
34. S. A. in b. c. ; a griffin's head erased, two stars, and [16)66.
35. B. B. in b. c., with 1664 and a star.
36. T. F. in b. o., and a fountain. (Thomas Fontaine or

Fountain. L., 1670.) 
37. R. M. in b. c.; with a wheatsheaf with R. M. (? Robert

Moulins. M., 1676.) 
38. WrLLL\M BURTON in b. c. ; a hand holding a sceptre.

(W., 1675, 'Bo ; M., '85.) (Cf. No. 354.) 
39. F. L. in s. b. c. ; a pomegranate. Probably Francis Lea.

(Cf. No. 18.) 
40. (Close to this is a smaller touch, giving a pomegranate,

without initials. This was probably F. Lea's smaller 
touch ; he had also a larger one with the same 
device.) 

41. P. D. in s. b. c. ; an hour-glass with P. D. (? Peter
Duffield. L., 1657. W., '64; M., '72, '88.) 

42. P. B. in b. c., with a leaf.
43. W. A. in s. b. c., with hand grasping a dagger. (? Wm.

Archer. W., 1646, '49; M., '53.) 
Here follows an almost indecipherable touch. Part 

of it shows a hand and a retreating figure. 
44. I. H. in b. c. ; a crown, two crescents, and I. H.
45. T. B. in b. c., with a bell. (? Thomas Bell, 166-).
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46. R. H. in b. c. ; also a locust or grasshopper, with three
stars and date [16)56. (Ralph Hulls. W., 1671, '77 ; 
M., '82.) (Cf. No. 208.) 

47. N. M. in an octagon, with a windmill and 1640 (over it is 
scratched 1640). (? Nathaniel Mills.) 

48. T. S. in b. c.; a portcullis, crowned, with T. S. Each
initial is also apparently crowned. (? Thomas Stone.
L., 1667; W., '87, '90; M., '92.) 

49 . . . .  C. in b. c. ; a cock with a crown above. (? Humphrey 
Cock. L., 1679.) 

50. G. R. in s. b. c., with a double-headed eagle and date
[16)63. 

51. I. C. in b. c.; a head (? the king's head), crowned.
52. D. I. in b. c., with the lion and the lamb lying down

together. 
53. W. W. in b. c.; a cock and date [16)55. (William Withers.)
54. H. B. in b. c., between three pears.
55. L. in s. b. c. ; and a talbot.
56. E. A. in b. c., with a hand grasping an anchor.
57. C. T. in s. b. c., with a lion rampant.
58. W. M. in s. b. c., with two voided lozenges, one over the

other, with date 1666. 
59. W. A. in 1. b. c. (badly punched); a man under a tree.
60. H. C. in b. o., with a crown and a sword, also portcullis

and two stars of five points, and [166)6. 
61. E. H. in s. b. c. ; device, a ploughshare (?) and a star.
62. E. H. in s. b. c. ; device, a sword surmounted by a crown.

E.H. 
63. PETER BRAILE[S]F0R[D] ; in oval; a shield charged with

cinquefoil berries, with palm-spray on either side; 
above, a ducal crown with the name; p. 1. c. t. below. 
(L., 1667.) 

64. T. C. in b. c.; device illegible.
65. F. G. in b. c., with a crescent.
66. W. B. in b. c., with a pegasus and date.
67. I. B. in s. b. c., with a boar and [16)65.
68. W. I. in v. s. b. c., with 1665 (or ?6).
69. W. M. in circle, with crescent and trace of a star.
70. T. S. in v. s. b. c., with a pellet and 1663.
71. VINCENT SILK in b. c.; for device a bale of silk(?).
72. W. W. in v. s. b. c., with a sword.
73. W. P. in v s. b. c., with spray of leaves and [16)63.
74. W. P. in b. c., with spray as a background, but date 1655.

(Probably an earlier touch of the same pewterer.)
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75. W. E. in 1. b. o. ; Father Time with hour-glass and scythe.
(Cf. No. 201). 

76. C. in s. c. b. ; winged male figure, to waist only. 
77. W.; a pelican in her piety, dated 164(?). (?!664.)
78. W. W. ; two thistles in s. b. c., with date (16)66.
79. A. W. in s. b. c., with three roses. (Vide No. 154.)
Bo. T. V. in s. b. c., with a spray of stalks and fruit.
81. W. D. in b. o., with an antelope's head within a crown.
82. T. B. in s. b. c., with talbot's head erased on a torse.
83. S. M. in s. b. c., with a dolphin.
84. R. A. in b. c., with a squirrel.
85. T. H. in b. c.; on a torse an arm erect with a heart held

in the hand. (Each initial seems to be crowned.) 
86. T. B. in s. b. c., with a bird flying; above, a sun or

star. 
87. I. N. in b. o.; device illegible (? a hydra erased); (? 66).
88. F. M. in s. b. c., with two crossed keys, with star above.
89. T. L. ins. b. c., with a knot.
90. I. I. in s. b. c., with a key.
91. A. L. in b. c. ; a hand grasping a hammer, with, above

it, the word GRADATIM. (? Adam Langley. L., 1667.) 
92. I. H. in v. s. b. c., with two keys erased, and the date

(16)63.
93. R. S. in oval, with cockatrice on a cap of estate (?).
94. R. M. in b. c., with a rabbit or a hare, and a wheatsheaf.
95. B. C. in b. o., with crowned thistle below, and a pegasus'

head and wings above.
96. A. R. in b. c. ; device, a sleeved arm holding a bundle of

rods with date in full, 1646. 
97. JoHN BuLL; a bull's head in b. c., with two stars.
98. H. H. in oval (no rim), with three hearts (one and two),

surmounted by a crown (p. 1. c. t.). (? Henry Hart
ford.) 

99. I. H. in b. c. ; a strake, with fret (? or a checker-board) ;
double punched, and therefore indistinct ; date 1663. 

100. ? P. or S. P. in b. c. ; a cardinal's hat.
IOI. E. H. in a s. shield, with two keys crossed.
102. R. I. ; a diamond, small, with two rods crossed.
103. I. I. in a shield, with a key; date (16)68.
104. P. P. in p. c., with beacon ; 1668. (? Peter Parke, or

Peter Priest.)
105. W. L. in shield, with beaded edge and date 1668.
I06. T. V. in an oval, with an anchor with legend SPES EST, 

all contained in a frame of two palm-sprays, twice 
crossed. (? Thos. Vile. L., 1669.) 
p 
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107. W. D. in v. s. b. c., with date 1668. (Wm. Daveson, or
Wm. Dyer. L., 1667.)

108. B. B. in v. s. b. c., with a peacock and [16)68.
109. G. R. in s. b. c., with a two-headed eagle, and [16)68.

(? Gabriel Redhead. L., 1668.)
no. T. S. in s. b. c., ·with rose and 1668. 
1 II. W. P. in s. b. c., with spray of leaves and [16)68. 
n2. I. H. in pointed shield, with a crook and a key, and 

(16)68.
n3. W. A. in a diamond, a hand grasping a crook or hook, 

and [16)68. (? William Aylife. L., 1667.) 
II4. W. D. in b. c., with fleur-de-lys and [16)68. (? Wm. 

Daveson. L., 1667. Or Wm. Dyer. L., 1667.) 
II5 S. A in b. c. ; a lion rampant. (? Sam. Attley. L., 1667.) 
116. I. I. in b. c., with a crowned hammer and 1666.
n7. T. R. in b. c.; a woolsack (?), and [16)63.
n8. W . ... (?) in b. c., with slipped rose and two stars.
u9. T. S. in s. b. c., with sun or star and 1663.
120. I. A. in p. c., with a lion and a thistle and three stars.
121. R. H. in s. b. o., with a portcullis and [16)66.
122. THOMAS TEMPLEMAN in 0. ; a temple and a man (p. I. c. t.)

(S., 1667; W., '95; M., '97.)
123. S. L.; a crowned knot (p. !.). (? S. Lawrence on Touch-

plate II. Cf. No. 357.) (S. Lawrence. L., 1667.)
124. H. F. in s. b. c., with 1668.
125. T. E.; a limbeck on a stand.
126. E. N. in s. b. c., with a bird-bolt.
127. R. T. in b. c., with a stag's head couped, and (16)68.
128. WILLIAM HALL, with a globe and the signs of the zodiac.
129. I. T. in b. c., with a pair of scissors or shears.
130. I. H. in p. o., with an owl between in two palm-sprays.
131. RICHARD COLLIER in b. c. (? as rebus, a collier bearing a

sack.) (L., 1669.)
132. I. C. in s. b. c., with a thistle.
133. L. D. in b. c., with a heart transfixed by two arrows, and

1668.
134. R. M. in b. c., with a closed helmet.
135. L. DYER; a shield with three anchors upon it; palm

spray on either side ; on a scroll the name Dyer ; on a
scroll above this LONDINI. (L., 1668; W., '69; M., 
'75. Cf. No. 691.) 

136. I. H. in p. c., with a wheatsheaf and [16)63.
137. In tiny square-pointed shield a crown and (16)77.
138. F. P. in b. c., with a pelican in her piety.
139. W. P. in b. c., with a pear, or fig.
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140. CHRIS: RAPER in circle, with a dagger between three
castles (p. 1. c.). (L., 1676; W., '88, '92; M., '94.)
(Repeated.) 

141. C. H. in b. c. ; a swan with wings raised. The same
device was used later by Samuel Burch, whose touch
is not in the Touch-plates. 

142. JoHN BURTON in o., at the top; below, a dog and a
crown (p. 1. c. t.).

143. NicH. HUNT[ON] ; beneath, a cro,vn; below this
(p. I. c. t.) on a torse, a demi-lion holding a stag's head
in his paws. The touch is very indistinct. (L., 1667 ; 
s., '70.) 

144. C. C. H. in s. b. c., with two cinquefoils.
145. The next touch is illegible, except a shield with a grey

hound's head erased, on a torse; above, a crown and
the word LONDON. 

146. T. D. in s. b. c.; and castle.
147. T. A. in p. o.; beneath, a crown; below, a plough

(p. 1. c.).
148. F. C. in b. c. ; a maidenhead, crowned.
149. R. A. in p. o., over an anchor between a harp and a

crown; all between palm-branches.
150. C. R. in s. b. c., with lotus-flower. The same touch

repeated later on with [16)74.1

151. I. M. in b. c., on either side of a fat boy's face, and date
[16)68. (? John Mann or John Molton.)

152. G. RooKE; device, a bird on a trumpet (p. 1.).
153. In b. o. a ship in full sail, with initials I. C. This touch

is stamped sideways.
154. A. W. in s. b. c., with three roses. (Repeated from above.

Cf. No. 79.)
155. I. G. in s. b. c., with bugle-horn and a star. (J. Cooper,

465.)
156. !ERE. LOADER in b. c., with a sun in splendour on an

anchor. (Jeremiah Loader. Y., 1670.)
157. E. G. in pointed shield, with star and fleur-de-lys.
158. R. P. in s. b. c., with bird and [16)71.
159. H. N. in s. b. c., with Neptune and a trident, riding on

a sea-horse.

1 In 1674" a new pewtcrplate to strike touches on" was bought 
for 6s. 6d. This may be the second plate now at Pewterers' Hall, 
but it is doubtful, as there are touches on the first plate later than 
1674 ! one at least is dated 1680, and there are several for 1676, 
1677. 
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160. R. B. in an oval, with skull surmounted by a crown;
both initials crowned.

161. W. H. in oval, with St. George and the dragon (p. 1. c.).
162. R. W. in s. b. o., with female dancing figure and date

(16]69 (? Venus on a shell on the waves). (? Robert
Wheeley.) 

163. DAVID BUDDEN in large b. c., with device of a hand
grasping a scroll. (Y., 1670.)

164. G. C. in p. o., with ostrich (p. !.).
165. R. S. in v. s. c. ; device illegible (? a hook) ; date (16]69.
166. R. I. in b. c., with windlass and well.
167. W. SMITH; below this LONDINI (?) ; as device, Prince

of Wales' feathers (p. 1. c.).
168. WILLIAM PAXTON in p. o.; below, a crown; on a shield

a sun crowned (p. 1. c. t.). (L., 1676; M., '96.)
169. T. W. in shaped octagonal punch, [16]70, with four

stars.
170. I. I. in b. c., with two bands clasped, 1670.
171. IoHN WESTCOTT on nvo. scrolls; on a crowned shield

three crowns (p. !.). (J. W., probably a son of Henry
Wescott or Westcott. S., 1640.) 

172. I. C. in b. c. ; an open left hand, crowned.
173. T. H. in b. c.; crossed sceptres, with a bird perched

above, a crown above, and 1670 below.
174. E. H. in diamond-shaped touch divided into four com

partments.
175. ROGER READING in plain oval; device on a shield, a

mermaid (?) crowned (p. 1. c. t.). (Y., 1675.)
176. I. S. in s. b. c., with the worm of a .stile.
177. R. G. in b. c., with a crown. (? Robert Gibson, c. 1668.)
178. THOMAS TAYLOR in two scrolls; on a shield a lion pass

ant (p. 1.). (An earlier touch of his bore the word
LONDON. M., 1704.) 

179. I. C. in b. c. ; a sun in splendour, rising from clouds.
180. IosEPH PARKER on a crown, above nvo bands, each

,vith a hammer (p. 1. c.). (S., 1679.)
181. D. B. in small pointed shield, with a helmet; date 1670.

(Daniel Barton. Cf. No. 298 and 573.)
182. B: VoKINS in large b. c.; name on a scroll, with a crown

above, and below, three fleurs-de-lys (p. !.). (c. 1670.)
183. L. R. in b. c.; device, a roebuck.
184. LEwrs !AMES on scrolls in p. o. ; device, a hand grasp

ing a thistle (p. 1.).
185 B. E. in b. c. ; a hawk, with raised wings. 
186. I. H. in b. o. ; a harp with a hammer above it.
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187. I. G. in b. c., with three trees.
188. E. D. in eight-foiled stamp, with four large pellets and

twelve smaller ones, and 1672.
189. S. W., with a crescent and a bird ; all defaced.
190. I. B. in s. b. c. ; a flaming heart, crowned.
191. I. WIDDOWES in 1. b. c. ; a crown above, and a mitre

below (p. 1. c. t.).
192. R. H. in spider's web.
193. W. R. in b. c.; a shepherd with crook, sheep and dog.
194. THO. HUNT in 1. b. c.; a greyhound running (p. 1. c. t.).
195. JOHN ROTHWELL; a hand holding fleur-de-lys (p. l. c. t.).
196. S. W. in b. o., with harp.
197. JOHN ALLEN, Anno 1671; device, the eagle and child

(p. 1.). (L., 1679; W., '97.)
198. E. L. with palm tree ; nearly illegible owing to double 

stamping.
199. S. I. in b. c. ; a dove with olive-branch in its beak ;

[16)71.
200. Ro: WooD in 1. b. c.; above the scroll a crown; below,

a man with a bow, and a child ; palm-leaves. (L.,
1678; W., '91, '98; M., 1701.) 

201. I. P. in b. c., with Father Time and an hour-glass and
scythe. (For similar device see Touch No. 75, with
letters W. E.) 

202. EDWARD RELFE, LONDON; device, a child playing with
a dog (p. 1. c.).

203. W. M. in b. c. ; a crowned heart (p. 1.).
204. WILL: HOWARD; a leopard's head, duca.lly crowned;

(p. 1.). (W., 1693, 1700; M., '02.)
205 . . . .  ADKINSON ; a cupid with bow and arrow (p. 1. c.). 
206. C. C. interlaced, with a dolphin embowed, crowned ;

1672.
207. L. W. in b. c., with a large pellet, crowned.
208. RALPH HULLS in p. o.; a grasshopper (p. 1. c.). (Similar

device in touch No. 46, dated 1656. W., 1671, '77;
M., '82.) The name is given HULL in Welch. 

209. MABBERLE[Y] ; an eagle perched on a knotted snake
(p. 1.). (? Stephen Mabberley. Y., 1675.)

210. T. R. in b. c.; in exergue Charing Crosse; Queen
Eleanor's Cross; 1672.

2u. P. I. in b. c., with spray of flowers (? a pink) and [16)72. 
212. Ric. MEDDOM on scroll and crown; device on shield, a

nowed snake (p. 1. c.). (Y., 1672.)
213. S. Q. in beaded heart, with an arrow and a key; [16)73.

(? Sam. Quissenborough.)
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2r4. DANIEL MAsoN in a double floral border; with device, 
Samson (or Hercules) between two pillars. 

2r5. ROBERT GREGGE ; device on a crowned shield, a slipped 
trefoil ; r673. 

2r6. T. H.; in s. b. c. a negro's head. 
2r7. G. H. in p. o., three hearts with a crown above (p. I. c. t.). 

Same device as H. H., No. 98, above. 
218. M. W. in pointed shield, with a hand grasping a crook;

[16]73-
2r9. IoHN REDSHAW; device, a running greyhound. 
220. C. R. in b. c., with tulip-flower and [16]74.
22r. W. S. on shield with three fleurs-de-lys; above, a crown

on a cushion. The whole in a I. b. c. (p. I.). 
222. B. T. in p. c., with crown and crossed sword and sceptre

(p. I. c. t.). (? Benedictus Thompson.)
223. THO : SKIN (LONDON), in a scroll at the top with crown;

below (p. 1.), an angel with palm-branch; [16]73.
224. I. W. in s. b. c., with pair of scales.
225. In b. c. an alembic and a bell.
226. On two touches, THo: M[r]DDLET[ON]; device (p. 1.), a

man standing behind a tun holding a bunch of grapes
and a hammer. 

227. !AMES TREW; device, a scallop-shell and five pellets
(p. l.).

228. EGERTON BRYAN; device, the arms of Bryan, three piles
(p. I. c. t.). (A device used by W. Tibbing in No. 334.)

229. EDWARD [MuMF]ORD ; device, a griffin's head erased
and a crown (p. 1. c. t.). (Y., 17r2.)

230. H. Q. in s. b. c., with cross paty and r674. (Hugh
Quick.)

23r. I. S. in s. b. c., with fruit-tree and [16]74. 
232. SAMUEL HAND on a circular band ; device, a crown, two

stars and a hand.
233. THOMAS RIDDING in two scrolls ; device, a pelican in her

piety in a shield, crowned (p. 1.). (L., r685; W., '97.)
234. FRA. DURNFORD in oval ; device, a seal with a fish on his

back (p. 1.).
235. N. ? M. in b. c., with a mill and wheel. (Nathaniel

Mills.)
236. I. IACOMB, or IACOMBE ; device, a dove with an olive

branch (p. 1. c. t.). (Josiah Jacomb. L., r669; S.,
'75.) 

237. loHN !OHNSON . LONDINI; device, the moon and seven
stars (p. 1.). (S., r666.)

238. HENRY PRATT; device, a cat (p. 1.).
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239. I. SAUNDERS; device, an elephant's head erased (p. !.).240. W, A. and an acorn in a beaded octagon, crowned.241. H. H. in b. o. (LONDON) ; a ship and an anchor.(? Humphrey Hyatt.)242. H. F. in s. b. c. ; and boar's head. 243. In I. o.; device, a running hare, and S.F. Above in alabel, LON[D]ON.244. I. E. in b. c. ; a duck and [16)75.245. GEORGE HALE. 1675 ; device, a running hare.246. R. W. in s. b. octagon, [16)75 ; device, a tun.247._ C. T. in diamond-shaped touch with beaded edge, and(16)75-248. WILL. ONLY; a phceni.x (p. I. c. t.).249. IOHN RAWLINSON ... LONDINI; device, a mitre (p. 1.).250. I. IC in s. b. c., with two stars.251. IoHN SNOXELL; device, a globe. 1675.252. IoHN SMITH; device, two hearts point to point; r675(p. 1.).253. H. I. in circle with three horseshoes; [16)75. 254 . ... TON, LONDON; device, a stag tripping (p. 1. C. t.).255. IoHN TEALE. CHARING CROSS ; device, a man onhorseback (? Charles I). (L., 1655, '90.)256. IoHN HULLS, LONDINI; three Prince of Wales' feathersencircled by a crown (p. I. c. t.). (W., 1705; M., '09.)257. E. I. in circle, with ram's or antelope's head couped.
{ T. S. in s. b. c., with pomegranate; 1675.258. T. S. in s. b. c., with pomegranate; 1675. (Both arepresumably touches by the same pewterer.) 259. THO: KING in large oval; two bands holding an anchor,crowned ; date 1675 (p. I. c. t.).260. 0. R. in b. c., with a wrench and [16)76. (? ObedienceRobins.)261. FRA: KNIGHT; device, a beehive. (L., 1685 ; S., '92.)(Vide No. 3451.)262. I. Cox, L0NDINI ; device, two cocks respectant, with acrown above (p. 1.). (L., 1679.)263. T. R. in b. c., with three tulips; [16)75. 264. A. R. in small shield, with lozenge ; [16]76.265. [EN] MORSE; device, a winged griffin (p. l. c. t.).(? Badly struck for HEN:)266. G. C. or C. C., with crown and horseshoe (p. 1. c. t.) ;1676.267. T. G. in b. c., with key and four lozenges. 268. H. B. in crowned shield, with lion's head erased (p. l. c. t.);1676.
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269. D. H. in shield with key; [16)76.
270. I. G. in b. c.; on a shield,.the arms of the City of London

(p. 1.).
271. P. H. in b. c., with a monkey (?) ; [16)76.
272. THO. DEACON in I. o. with moulded rim; a flaming

beacon (p. l. c.). (Cf. No. 364.)
273. G. V. in s. b. c., with anchor and a heart.
274. [RALP)H BENTON, LONDON, [16)76; device, three nut

megs (?) (p. 1.) (L., 1681.)
275. I. R. in s. b. c. ; a castle with star above, with 6 quatre

foiled flowers ; [16)76.
276. T. CuTL[ER) ; three fleurs-de-lys and three small stars,

in shield, crowned (p. 1. c.).
277. H. L. in b. c., with three trees.
278. WILL. HURST; device, a peacock (p. 1. c.).
279. H. P.; a dexter hand holding a quill pen; 1677.

(? Henry Perrin.)
280. WIL. ADAMS ; device, a unicorn's head erased (p. l. c.)
281. T. H. in p. c., no rim, with beacon; 1676.
282. I. I. in diamond-shaped touch and [16)77; device (?).
283. ROBERT MORSE, LONDON ; in a band ; device, a cloven

skull with a bone in the cleft of a pipe in the mouth ;
on the band a porcupine. (Y., 1702; L., '09.) 

284. I. H. in b. c., with two keys in saltire.
285. MOSES WEST, LONDON, over a shield with a chevron,

and three leopards' heads (p. 1).
286. R. T. in b. c. ; a goat with nine stars. LONDON.
287. To. SHAKL[E) in b. c., with a crown between two plumes

of ostrich feathers, crossed. (For the name cf. No.
416.) 

288. SA: MABBS, LONDON, with a fleur-de-lys issuing from a
rose (p. 1.). (L., 1685.)

289. W. W., with an elaborate double knot (two trefoils
joined by a loop) and [16)77. (William Westcott,
L., 1667.) 

290. I. P. in b. c. ; a maidenhead.
291. W. K. in b. o., with mullets and an illegible date. (? Wm.

Kelke.)
292. R. D. in diamond, with star; 1677.
293. Io. CASTLE, LONDINI; a lion issuing from a castle (p. 1.).
294. Eo. GROVES; device,. a man in a grove; below, a label

with LONDON.
295. I. DovE in plain oval; a dove perched on a nowed

serpent. (W., 1703.)
296. T. T. in shield with beaded edge; a crown and [16)77.
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297. I. L. in s. b. c.; a two-banded pot and 167(8).
298. DA. BARTON; device, a helmet and [16)78 (p. I. c.).

(W., 1692, '99.) (Cf. No. 573.)
299. I. W. in s. c., with four stars ; 1678.
300. loHN STRIBLEHILL; stamped double; device, a mitre

between t\vo palm-branches. (Another of this name
became a liveryman in 1693.) 

301. RICHARD SMITH in b. c. with three roses. (W., 1696,
1702 ; M., '05.) (Cf. No. 860.)

302. HENRY HATCH in label over earl's coronet; below a
shield with dog (or lion) (p. I. c.).

303. RoB. LocK, 1678 ; device, a padlock or fetterlock
(p. I. c.). (L., 1692.)

304. THOMAS LEACH; a nvo-beaded eagle, with a crown above
(p. 1.). (Cf. No. 725.)

305. I. C. in b. c., with fox carrying off a goose.
306. FRA. PARADICE in exergue of octagon; device, two

angels with flaming swords guarding the Tree of
Life. 

307. loNAT. BoNKIN; device, nvo cardoons or teazles (p. I. c.).
(Y., 1699.) (Cf. No. 722.)

308. WILLIAM Mons ; device illegible1 (? a trivet) ; p. I. at
sides. (? for MORSE. Cf. No. 265.)

309. F. L. in b. c., with skull and crossbones ; on top of
circle a porcupine.

310. W. V. in b. c. with [16)78 and a monumental pillar
(? the Monument or Duke of York's Column).

311. I. N. in shield, with [16)78 and fleur-de-lys.
312. R. F. in b. c., with windmill.
313. W. G. in b. c., with winged Pegasus.
314. F. (?) P. in b. c. ; a horse with a crown over its hind

quarters ; 1678.
315. C. B.; device, a building (? the Royal Exchange);

badly punched.
316. !ER: COLE; device, a maidenhead with a dagger below

(p. 1.). (L., 1692.)
317. I. P. in b. c., ,vith three roundels.
318. R. B. in lozenge, with scalloped edge with fiory cross ;

[16)78.
319. A monogram, indecipherable, badly punched; above,

a lion passant (p. 1.). (? Thomas Kirk.)
320. DAN. BLACKWELL in b. c.; device, a bell with seven

roses upon it.

1 Mr. R. C. Hope describes it as a scorpion stinging itseU.
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321. T. F. in b. c.; a bird on a torse, a belled hawk, with a
crown above, and (16]79.

322. W. P. in b. c., with fleur-de-lys and (16]79.
323. J. B. in a framing of two feathers, crossed and tied.
324. I. GRIMSTED ; device, a wbeatsbeaf, crowned (p. 1. c.).
325. T. W. in b. c., v..-ith bandbell; 1679. (Tbos. Wright.

Cf No. 399.)
326 T. C. in b. c.; within a coiled snake (?) 
327 Lu1rn PORTER; device, a porter (?) ; (16]79 (p. 1. c.). 
328 WILL FLY. ; device, a fly (p. I. c.). (L., 1691.) 
329 I. H., with thistle, crowned, a bird perched on each 

leaf. 
330. A. R. in bordered c., with three crosses paty. (? Anthony

Redhead.)
331. N. R. in foliated lozenge, with 1679.
332. N. I. in b. o., with three lozenges and (16)79.
333. RANDALL ANDREWS; device, a face (?)
334. WILLIAM TIBBING; device, a pheon (p. I.).
335. W. N. in s. shield, with crescent and two stars; (16]87.
336. E. T. in b. o., with three cranes, one and two.
337. I. S. with mermaid.
338. WILLIAM HALL in I. b. c., with a dexter arm grasping

some object in the hand.
339. B. C. in b. c.; a bird on a torse and 165(1?) [? 1687].
340. F. P. in b. c., with plough ; 1680.
341. THOMAS BETTS in b. c. ; device, an ass's head erased,

with a bugle-horn.
342. Below this is a tiny punch upside down, with W. H.

and (16]87.
343. H. T. in b. c., with a hammer, a pair of shears and [16)80

(badly punched).
344. lAQUES TAUDIN; on another scroll E. SONNANT; a

rose and crown (p. 1.). (Cf. Nos. 16 and 557.)
345. FRiCIS KNIGHT; device, a spur. (Cf. No. 261.) (p. I.).
346. Ric. SHURME(R] on a shield, crowned ; a cinquefoil

ornament (p. I.).
347. THOMAS CLARKE; in centre a two-tailed merman with

bands uplifted (p. I. c. t.). (W., 1699, 1706; M., 17n.)
348. ? G. (EvnRr)TT in b. c.; a hand holding a thistle. (c.

1680.)
349. I. P. in b. c. ; a fleur-de-lys and r68o.
350. T. PrCKFAT LoNDINl; device, three lions rampant;

below, four roundels (p. 1.).
Two stamps follow which are only partly legible. 

One has the initial T . . .  and a crowned rose-en-soleil ; 
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the other WILLIAM . . .LL and a shield of arms, a fess 
indented and three crosslets fitchy. 

351. WILLIAM CRoox(Es) ; device, two swords in saltire
(p. I. at sides).

The above are the names on the first of the existing 
touch-plates at Pewterers' Hall. 

Touch Plate II (Dimensions, 17 in. x 12t in.) 
352. R. P. Old P[arr] Aged 152 ; in centre an old man ;

R. P. at the sides. Robert Parr, a descendant of Old
Parr, was Warden in 1767. 

353. G. SMITH in oval, with a plough and three roundels.
354. WILLIAM BURTON ; device, a hand holding a sceptre

(pl.!.). (Cf. No. 38.)
355. C. R. in b. c. ; a dexter hand grasping a mace.
356. WILLIAM [Ho]NE; device, a snail, large ducal coronet

above (p. !.). (Y., 1688.)
357. S. LAWREN[CE], with a crown; in centre, a knot with

S. L. (p. !.). (Cf. No. 123.)
358. M. C. in s. b. c., with sugar loaf and [r6]76.
359. W. H. in s. b. c., with goat's head erased and gorged

with a coronet.
360. F. D. (or H. D. ?) in s. b. c., with spray of oak-leaves and

acorn.
361. An indistinct touch with figure of St. George and the

dragon, and a name loHNSON. (Probably RICHARD
JOHNSON. Y., 1688.) 

362. T. S. in s. b. c., with tankard.
363. I. M. in s. b. c., with key.
364. Ios: GARDrNER ; same touch as that of Tho. Deacon,

No. 272 ; device, a beacon (p. !.). 
365. EDWARD (RAND]ALL; device, a grasshopper, with crown

over (p. !.). (W., r7rr.)
366 IoHN BoNvrLE ; device, a crown and six five-pointed 

stars (p. 1.). 
367. IosEPH RooKER; device, a unicorn's head erased (p. I.).
368. T. R. in b. c., with a Saracen's head.
369. I. SAVIDG[E]; device, Gog and Magog and a bell.
370. T. WATTERER, LONDON; device, a hand supporting a

crowned anchor (p. 1.). (L., 1686; W., 1709.)
371. GILES SEDGWICK in b. c. ; a skull, crowned.
372. HENREY SIBLEY ; device, a Catharine wheel, crowned

(p. l.), with four letters (probably BLEY) beneath the
wheel. 
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the other WILLIAM . . .LL and a shield of arms, a fess 
indented and three crosslets fitchy. 

351. WILLIAM CRoox(Es) ; device, two swords in saltire
(p. I. at sides).

The above are the names on the first of the existing 
touch-plates at Pewterers' Hall. 

Touch Plate II (Dimensions, 17 in. x 12t in.) 
352. R. P. Old P[arr] Aged 152 ; in centre an old man ;

R. P. at the sides. Robert Parr, a descendant of Old
Parr, was Warden in 1767. 

353. G. SMITH in oval, with a plough and three roundels.
354. WILLIAM BURTON ; device, a hand holding a sceptre

(pl.!.). (Cf. No. 38.)
355. C. R. in b. c. ; a dexter hand grasping a mace.
356. WILLIAM [Ho]NE; device, a snail, large ducal coronet

above (p. !.). (Y., 1688.)
357. S. LAWREN[CE], with a crown; in centre, a knot with

S. L. (p. !.). (Cf. No. 123.)
358. M. C. in s. b. c., with sugar loaf and [r6]76.
359. W. H. in s. b. c., with goat's head erased and gorged

with a coronet.
360. F. D. (or H. D. ?) in s. b. c., with spray of oak-leaves and

acorn.
361. An indistinct touch with figure of St. George and the

dragon, and a name loHNSON. (Probably RICHARD
JOHNSON. Y., 1688.) 

362. T. S. in s. b. c., with tankard.
363. I. M. in s. b. c., with key.
364. Ios: GARDrNER ; same touch as that of Tho. Deacon,

No. 272 ; device, a beacon (p. !.). 
365. EDWARD (RAND]ALL; device, a grasshopper, with crown

over (p. !.). (W., r7rr.)
366 IoHN BoNvrLE ; device, a crown and six five-pointed 

stars (p. 1.). 
367. IosEPH RooKER; device, a unicorn's head erased (p. I.).
368. T. R. in b. c., with a Saracen's head.
369. I. SAVIDG[E]; device, Gog and Magog and a bell.
370. T. WATTERER, LONDON; device, a hand supporting a

crowned anchor (p. 1.). (L., 1686; W., 1709.)
371. GILES SEDGWICK in b. c. ; a skull, crowned.
372. HENREY SIBLEY ; device, a Catharine wheel, crowned

(p. l.), with four letters (probably BLEY) beneath the
wheel. 
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373. H. WIGGIN in b. c., with a dagger. (L., 1690.)
374. N. (?) GosLE[R); three cinquefoils (p. 1.). (? GOSLING,

a name found later in the list of Yeomen. Cf. No. 794.)
375. SAMUELL [HANCOC)K; a cock upon a hand (p. 1.).

(L., 1689 ; W., 1704, 1714.)
376. (NICH) HUNTON, LONDON; device, on a torse a demi

lion holding a stag's head couped on a wreath (p. 1.).
(Cf. No. 143.) 

377. W. A. in b. c., with [16)82; device, a man-at-arms bearing
a boar's head on a pike.

378. I. C. in b. c., with floral ornament and 1683.
379. I. K. in b. c., with crescent and two stars.
380. E. C. in p. c. ; a figure with a crook ; 1681.
381. R. H. in b. c. and 1682 ; device, a right-hand glove (?).
382. B. C. in heart-shaped punch, with a mullet in base.
383. I. C. in a spiral, in a b. c.
384. I. P. in b. c., with a heart and an orb (?), and [16)83.
385. EDw. KENT, LONDON; a unicorn leaping and a wheat-

sheaf. (Y., 1688.)
386. WILL- --; an eagle; below, a bugle-horn (p. I. c. t.).
387. SAMVEL [MARS]TON; device, a sea-horse (p. 1.).
388. T. S., LONDON, with a rose (p. I.).
389. R. S. in b. c. ; LONDINI, with stirrup.
390. I. S. in shield, with four-petalled flower; [16)85.
391. -- JAMES; device, a squirrel (p. I.). (? Anthony 

James. L., 1685; W., 1708; M., '13.) 
392. JAM.ES CARTER in b. o.; device, a horse and cart.
393. I. I. in c. ; device, hen and chicks.
394. T. P. in b. c. ; a winged figure.
395. HEN[RY HA)RFORD; an animal with large crown above it.
396. R. G. in b. c., ,vith daisy.
397. RICHARD SMALPIECE; a bust, crowned (p.·l.).
398. P. M. LONDON ; device, a man with bow and arrow

(p. I.).
399. Tao. WRIGHT; device, a hand-bell (p. 1.).
400. WILL. LONG ; a shield, crowned ; on the shield a thistle

and a lion {p. 1. c. t.). (S., 1707.)
401. G. G. in b. c.; a bust of a girl. (? Gabriel Grunwin,

L., 1693.) (Cf. No. 677-)
402. --; two thistles in p. 1. c. t.
403. A figure kneeling on a pyre (?) ; 1684, with D. V. below.
404. H[ENRY) SAUNDERS; device, a sun in splendour ;

between each pair of rays a roundel.
405. F. F. in s. c. ; device, a lantern (?)
406. THOMAS MARSHAL; device, a crowned tulip (p. 1.).
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407. IosEPH PIDDLE; device, a rhinoceros and six roundels.
(L., 1685.) It is wrongly spelled in the touch.

408. --; device, Adam and Eve and the Temptation ; in
scroll, BRAH probably for ABRAHAM.

409. ED. WILLETT; a bird rising, perched upon a crown (p. 1.).
410. Two children beneath a tree picking fruit, with initials

I. C. At the foot in a scroll, CoRMELL.
4II. T. L. in b. c., with lock and key and [16]84. 
412. E. D. WILLETT, repeated.
413. C. 0. in s. shield, with a dagger.
414. A confused mark composed of the same touch struck

twice; device, a winged angel or flying cupid (p. l. c. t.).
415. JoHN PETTIT; device, a unicorn (punch repeated).
416. loHN SHAKLE in b. c. and date 1685 ; device, a star of

many points, each alternate point bearing a si.x-pointed
star. (For the name cf. No. 287.) 

417. WILLIAM NICHOLLS; a fleur-de-lys issuing from a castle
(p. 1.).

418. E. A. in s. c. ; device, a worm from a still.
419. S. $. in s. c., with a shepherd with a crook and some

sheep.
420. I. S. in s. b. c., with a tankard and date [16]85.
421. I. M. in s. b. c., with [16]85.
422. I. D. in s. b. c., with a dexter hand holding a seal be-

tiveen the thumb and fore.finger, and 1685.
423. C. R. in b. c., with a griffin passant.
424. I. NICHOLLS in oval, with dragon's head erased (p. 1. c.).
425. EDWARD ROBERTS; device, a portcullis (p. l. c.).
426. I0HN LAWRANCE; device, a figure in Roman costume.

(W., 1710, '19; M., '23). It is given as LAWRENCE
in Welch. 

427. I. S., in s. b. c.; a . .. (?) between two stars and
1685.

428. THO. [S]MITH, LONDON, 1675; device, a seeded pome
granate, and date 1675 (p. 1.). (This punch seems ten
years out of its place.) 

429. THO. CARY ; device, a dexter hand grasping a key,
crowned (p. l. c.).

430. loHN Co[uR]SEY ; device, a cock with large crown and
[16]86.

431. HEN. ADAMS, PICKADILLY; device, Adam and Eve and
the Temptation. (L., 1692; W., 1713, '21 ; M., '24.)

432. I. D. in b. c., with flower-spray and [16]86.
433. THO. PDADON, LONDON. In a shield a bend between

three fruits (?) (p. 1.). (S., 1705.)
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434. W. B. in b. c. ; on a torse a lion sejant holding a key ;
date [16)85.

435. N. M. in v. s. b. c.; an inkstand, or mortar, and 1687.
(? Nathaniel Munns.)

436. THOMAS SMITH; device, a salamander, with crown (p. l.).
(S., 1689.)

437. In l. b. o., a shield of arms, ermine, a bend, and closed
helmets on the bend ; no name.

438. W. W. in b. c., with cock and [16]85. (William Withers.)
439. I. W. in b. c., with alembic and worm; [16]86.
440. D. S.; a figure (? S. Stephen) being stoned by three

others.
441. DANIELL PARKER in b. o. ; two hands grasping hammers,

above, an earl's coronet. (L., 1686; VV., 1710.) (Cf.
180.) 

442. CHARLES --; device, a winged arrow; [16]86 (p. 1.).
443. THOMAS ROBERTS ; device, a lion rampant, a crown and

two stars above (p. l.).
444. W. B. in b. c., with a cinquefoil, a star, and two roundels.
445. E. W. in b. c., with a lily, crowned.
446. T. B. in diamond, with triangular ornaments in border,

with two stars.
447. WILL. HALL, LONDON; in b. c., a palmer(?). (Y., 1687.)
448. RICHARD WHITE ; device, a pelican in its piety, and

date 89 (p. 1.). (L., 1696; W., 1717, '25; M., '29.)
449. IA111Es TrsoE; device, a portcullis (p. l. c. t.). (W.,

1764.) (Cf. No. 854.) (Above this touch is No. 450.)
450. H. I. in b. c., with a rose and two roundels.
451. E. 0. or E. Q. LONDON in b. o. ; device, a wheel of

Fortune.
452. N. SHORTGRAVE; device, a demi-boar on a torse. (Below

this touch is No. 453.)
453. Io. STILE; device, a dove perched on a nowed snake

(p. l. c.). (W., 1719, '27; M., '30.)
454. E. or Z. (?) H. in b. c. ; a lion rampant to sinister, hold

ing a harp, over both a crown ; date 1689. (Above
this is No. 455.) 

455. I. V. in s. c.; a wheatsheaf within a crown. (? John
Vincent, 1685 L.)

456. loHN FRENCH, 1687, LONDON; device, a harp (p. I. C. t.).
457. A. C. in b. c.; device, a dexter hand holding a rose.

(This punch is repeated.) (? Alexander Cleeve. Y.,
1688.) (Cf. No. 791.) 

458. RICHARD [F]EBBA[RD]; device, a sovereign (Queen Eliza
beth ? )  throned and crowned (p. l.). (Y., 1690.)
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459. T. P. in p. c., with three horseshoes, three small pellets
and (16)89.

460. loHN CAMBRIDGE; device, a heart with palm-leaves
surmounting a clasped book; 1687 (p. 1.).

46r. loHN HOLLY, LONDON; device, a comet and various 
roundels. (Y., 1689.) 

462. ROBERT NICHOLS ; 1 an eagle on a globe (p. 1.).
463. F. CASTLE, LONDON; a castle (p. 1.).
464. loHN TROVT; a trout and a crown above (p. I.).
465. Io: COOPER, LONDON; a ship iu full sail (p. 1.).
466. CHARLES HvLSE, (16)90; device, three fieurs-de-lys and

five small roundels (p. I.). (Y., 1690.)
467. E. S.,_LONDON; a rose. (p. I. c.). touches of the same} 

(Probably both are 
468. E. S. m s. c. ; a rose and (16)90 maker.)
469. SAMUEL [HUME] ; device, an interlaced knot with a

wheatsheaf. (Cf. No. 598.)
470. W. E. in s. b. c., with hour-glass and six roundels.
47r. T. A. 0. B. (?) in monogram in s. b. c.
472. E. M. in b. c.; two busts facing, affronte, with a crown

between them at the top.
473. THOMAS CowDEROY; a swan with wings adclossed (p. I.).

(Y., 1689.)
4 74. loHN BASKERVILE ; device, a rose and thistle, dimidiated 

and crowned. (L., 1695.) 
475. E. W. in s. shield, with a triangle.
476. F. C. in b. c., ·with a nude figure of Venus standing in a

shell on the waves. (? Francis Cliffe. Y., 1687.)
477. !AMES BRETTELL; device, three pears and three roundels

(p. I.). (Y., 1688.)
478. lOHN OLIVER, LONDON; device, a seven-branched candle

stick and (16)89.
479. SAMUELL JACKSON; device, a shield of arms, a chevron

indented and three griffins' heads. (W., 1673, '78 ;
M., '84, '87, '90, 1700, '14.) 

480. loHN LAUGHTON in b. o.; device, a vase of flowers.
481. DANIEL WILSON; device, a shield of arms; three coiled

snakes (p. I.).
482. R. W. in b. o., with five stars ; below, a cock and a fox

sejant, facing; 1692.

1 Probably a mistake for NICHOLSON whose touch I have seen as 
here given. ROBERT NICHOLSON was a Yeoman in 1690, Warden 
n I 714 and I 722, and Master in 1725. There is no ROBERT NICHOLS 

in any list that I have examined before 1720. 
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483. WILLIAM BRAVELL, a crowned beacon and [16)92,
(p. l .c.).

484. WILLIAM CLARKE; device, a rose and two buds (p. 1. c.).
(Y., 1695.)

485. BENJAMIN WHITAKER; device, a shield of arms, three
voided lozenges. (Y., 1691.) (In the list of the
Yeomanry it is given Whiteacre.) 

486. I. G. in b. c. ; a lion rampant bearing an orb, and date
[16)92.

487. I. COOKE, LONDON; a stag tripping, similar to the
indistinct touch on Plate II, No. 254, betw·een those
of PRATT and TEAPE (p. 1. of archaic type). 

488. IoHN DONNE ; device, a hand with a pawn and nvo
smaller objects. (L., 1694; W., 1716, '23.)

489. I. S. in b. c. ; a fox or cat ; [16)92.
490. IoHN KENTON ; device, two large six-rayed stars,

I. K. (p. 1. C. t.). (W., 1702, '11 ; M., '17.)
491. WILLIAM SANDYS ; · on a torse a griffin rampant. (L.,

1703.)
492. THOMAS LEAPIDGE, LONDON ; device, a goat and a wheat

sheaf (p. 1.). (L., 1696.)
493. IAMES HUGHES; device, a goat (ibex) and ducal coronet

(p. 1.). (Y., 169r.)
494. IoHN PAGE; device, a lion passant under a tree, and nvo

roundels (p. 1.). (Y., 1692; L., 1697.)
495. PHILLIP [RuDDV]CK; device, a duck; 1690. (Y., 1690.)
496. I. B. in b. c. ; device, a bee ; [16)93.
497. WILLIAM SMITH; device, three Prince of Wales' feathers

and a crown above; [16)92 (p. 1. c. t.).
498 IoHN FRYER in b. o. ; device, a two-headed eagle sur

mounted by a crown and nvo crossed staves; at each 
side a rose. (Y., 1692 ; L., '96; M., 1710, '15.) 

499 I. S. in b. c.; a lion lying down with a lamb (p. 1.). 
500. I. P. in b. c., with hammer; [16)93.
501. ROBERT TITERTON, dated 1698; device, a sun in splen-

dour (p. 1.).
502. W. C. in b. c.; a syringe and a worm; [16)93.
503. E. M. in b. c. ; device, a giant; [16)93.
504. WILLIAM [Rm]GLEY; device, Atlas supporting the

world. (p. 1.). (Y., 1691 ; W., 1731.)
505. F. B. in b. o. ; arms of Bainbrigge; on shield of arms a

chevron and three battle-axes.
506. H. M. in p. o. ; a marigold between two ears of barley

flanked by two palm-branches ; in chief H. M. and
sLx pellets with a sun or star above. 
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507. loHN ELDERTON, 169-; three tuns (p. 1.). (L., 1696;
W., 1720, '28 ; M., '31.)

508. CHARLES CRANLEY ; a tent and a lion of England, the
arms of the Merchant Taylors' Company; on the field
nine pellets (p . 1. c. t.). (Y., 1692.) 

509. T. WrncHCOMBE; a demi-lion (p. 1.). (Y., 1691.)
510. HARRY GOODMAN; a hen and chickens. (Y., 1693.)
511. BENJAMIN BOYDEN; a figure of Justice, with a sword

and a pair of scales (p. I.). (Y., 1693.)
512. I. C. in b. c., with a cock. (Above this is No. 513.)
513. I. R. in b. c. ; a fox leaping over a heart.
514. IosrAH [CLA]RK, within a I. b. o. band inclosing seven

stars. (Y., 1690.)
515. GEO. HAMMOND in b. c. ; a dex1:er arm and hand holding

a two-edged dagger. (Y., 1693.)
516. SAMUELL NEWELL; device, a rose ensigned by a mitre.

(Y., 1689.)
517. MARTIN BROWNE in shaped oval; a boat with spread

mainsail, with moon and seven stars above.
518. GEORGE CANBY; device, a blazing castle or gatehouse

and [16)95. (Y., 1694.)
519. JOHN HEATH in b. o. ; a child or dwarf bearing palm

leaf.
520. R. I. in b. c. ; a spray of acorn; [16)96. (? Robert

Iles. Y., 1691.)
521. D. I. in centre of a dial face; [16)94 (obviously out of

its place). (? Daniel James. Y., 1691, or Daniel
Ingole.) 

522. JOSEPH SMITH in I. p. o. with a wreath of leaves as a
border; in centre the Monument. {Y., 1695.)

523. THOMAS SPRING; device, a fountain with two small birds
(p. 1.). (Y., 1710.)

524. C. M. in s. c., and a barrel or tun. (? Charles Middleton.
Y., 1690.)

525. L. H. in small shield, with a rose and some animal.
526. L. C. in s. b. c. ; a doll or puppet (?), crowned; [16)95.

(? Lawrence Child. L., 1702.)
527. S. B. in a wheel inside a s. b. c. (Stephen Bridges. Y.,

1692.)
528. HENRY FEILD ; a mailed arm holding out a sphere

(p. I.). (Y., 1693.)
529. W. CLARK, LONDON ; device, a naked boy holding a

heart and a pansy; [16)96 (p. I.).

Q 
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530. I. R. 1 in b. c., with a crescent, surmounted by a rain
bow.

531. WILLIAM DIMOCKE; device, a squirrel beneath a crown.
532. GEORGE EVERARD in p. c., within a small b. c. ; three

stars; [16)96. (Y., 1696.)
533. W. ATLEE; device, an anchor, a rose, and two stars

above (p. I.). (Y., 1696.)
534. H. BRASTED in b. o. ; a sun in splendour, crowned

(p. I. c.). (Y., 1692.)
535. RICHARD CLARKE; a crown, with a dolphin beneath;

[16)96.
536. IoHN GrsBvRNE ; device, arms barry [ . . . ] and

ermine, a lion rampant. (Y., 1691.) (The name of
a Robert Gisbeme occurs in the roll of Masters and 
Wardens. He was Master in 1691.) 

537. I. C. or G. in s. b. c.; a wheel; 1697.
538. IABEZ HARRIS; a leopard's head jessant-de-lys (p. c.).

(Y., 1694; W., 1734.)
539. GEORGE NoRTJi in b. o. ; crest, on a torse a griflin's

head ducally gorged. (Y., 1693.)
540. WILLIAM ELLWOOD; the King's head ; [16)97 (p. 1.).

(Y., 1693 ; L., '97; W., 1722, '30; M., '33.)
541. SOLOMON !EMPSON; a lion rampant (p. I.). (Y., 1696.)
542. IoSEPH BOWDEN; a cherub's head and wings (p. 1.).

(Y., 1701.)
543. IOHN SvMMERS; two keys in saltire, with a crown at

the crossing (p. 1.). (Y., 1697; L., 1734; W., '37.)
544. A. W. in lozenge with beaded edge; 16g8. L � 
545. I. T. in lozenge with beaded edge, with a star and two

cinquefoils; 1698.
546. R. W. in c., with lion rampant.
547. EDWARD STONE, [16)98; for device, London Stone.

(Y., 1695.)
548. W. P. in b. c., [16)98, with two hearts.
549. THOMAS TILYARD; device, a spur and -- (?) ; with

[16)98. (Y., �698; L., 1702.)
550. WILLIAM GILLAM ; device, a sword, point downwards

(p. 1.). (Y., 1698.)
551. W. M. in b. o.; a crowned heart and eight pellets (p. 1.).

(? Wm. Mathews. Y., 1698.) ,
552. W. S. in b. c., with a hand outstretched grasping a tulip

or lily.

1 Probably an ancestor of WM. RAINBOW, in Yeomanry list of 
1740. 
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553. I. I.; an ox, with an open book above; 1700. (? John
Jones. Y., 1700.)

554. IoHN BARLOW; a tulip on a plough. (Y., 1698.)
555. ROBERT DAKEN; a unicorn rampant and arms of City

of London (p. !.). (Y., 1698.)
556. WILLIAM HEYFORD; device, a bull (p. !.). (Y., 1698.)
557. IONAS DURAND ; device, a rose; above the rose 1699,

and a label with E. SONNANT (p.1.). (DURAND was
a nephew of JAMES TAUDTN, whose touch is twice given 
on Touch-plate I, (a) No. 16, and (b). No 344, iu each 
case with E. SONNANT in small extra scrolls. W., 
1718, '26. Another JONAS DURAND was Warden in 
'63.) 

558. RICHARD DYER in b. o. ; device, a crown. (Y., 1699.)
559. W. R. in s. b. c. ; above, a sword and a pistol in saltire ;

below, a star.
560. BASILL GRAHAM ; a band grasping a cup or chalice

(p. !.). (Y., 1699.)
561. NICHOLAS S[wEA]TMAN ; device, a tree-top (?) and a

crown. (Y., 1698.)
562. I. B. in s. b. c., with a gull ; [16)99.
563. I. C. in b. c. ; a girl's head, wreathed.
564. T. B. in b. c.; a tankard or measure; [16)99.
565. THOMAS CooKE; a bird in a hand, and a bush below;

(p. I.).
566. I. W. in b. c. ; a fleur-de-lys, crowned, and date 1699.
567. P. C. in b. c. ; a handcart; [16)99. (? Peter Carter.)
568. EDw. LEAPIDGE, LONDON; device, a goat and a wheat

sheaf. (Y., 1699 ; W., 1724-)
569. WILLIAM DIGGES; device, a cinquefoil (p. I.). (Cf.

No. 492.) (Y., 1699.) Surmounted by a marquis's
coronet. 

570. CHARLES RENDER ; device, a horse's bead, couped.
(Y., 1699.)

571. F. L., in floral wreath. (? Francis Litchfield. Y., 
1697.)

572. CHARLES RANDALL ; device, seven stars and a crescent
(p. I.).

573. DA. BARTON, LONDON; device, a helmet; over it a
hand grasping a dagger (p. I. c.). (Y., 1700. Another
Daniel Barton was L., 1678 ; W., '92, '99.) (Cf. 
No. 298.) 

574. W. H. in b. c., with a fleur-de-lys ; 1700.
575. ANT. RowE; a crescent, crowned (p. !.).
576. T. P., in b. c., with a stag's head, crowned; 1700.
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577. BERNARD BABB; arms, a cross crosslet and three
crescents (p. 1.). (Y., 1700.)

578. I. E. in b. c., with a bird ; [16)86.
579. THOMAS PARKER; device, a lion rampant, and seven

stars, with a coronet above. (Y., 1695.)
580. THOMAS BENNET ; crest, on a torse a demi-lion holding

a crown (p. 1.). (Y., 1700.)
581. JOHN NEWHAM; a lion passant; above, a globe (p. l. c. t.).

(Y., 1699; L., 1703 ; W., '31.)
582. ROBERT DEANE ; a statue like that of Charles I at

Charing Cross. (Y., 1692.)
583. JOHN PRINCE; a de>..-ter arm, mailed, issuing from a

coronet, and grasping three ladles, or flowers. (Y.,
1697.) 

584. THOMAS HOPKINS; a bear and ragged staff; (p. 1.).
585. loHN YEWEN, LONDON; a hand holding out a crowned

thistle (p. 1.).
586. loHN CHILD; a naked boy holding up a sceptre and a

sword. (Y., 1700.)
587. I. C. ins. b. c., with a hand grasping a battle-axe; 1701.
588. In plain circle, a two-headed eagle, with two crescents.

In a label portion of the name W0RMLA YT0N .1
589. SAMUELL Boss; a tulip, crowned; 1701 (p. 1.). (Y.,

1695.)
590. loHN CALC0TT ; device, St. George and the dragon.

(Y., 1699.)
591. I. Q. in s. b. c., with harp and a star. (John Quick.

Y., 1699.)
592. THO. BucKBY; a buck's head erased. (L., 1716.)
593. I. H. in b. c., with a lion holding a key.
594. ROBERT BORMAN; a boar's head couped; 1701. (BORD·

MAN in the list of Yeomanry.)
595. THO. BURGES, LONDON; a gunner and cannon (p. 1.).

(Y., 1701.)
596. NICHOLAS O[AKFORD]; device, a man's head (p. 1.).

(L., 1699.)
597. loHN Km[TON], 1702; a shield with five ermine bars

(p. 1.). (Y., 1699.)
598. GEORGE HUME ; an interlaced knot and a wheatsheaf.

(Y., 1700.) (Cf-. No. 469.)
599. ANTHONY STURTON; a rose and a mitre; 1702 (p. 1. C. t.).

1 There were two pewterers of this name: JosEPH, Yeoman in
1691' 

and FULK HUMPHREY, Yeoman in 1701. The latter was 
probably the owner of the touch here given. 
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600. T. S., 1702; shield of the arms of Spencer : quarterly
l and 4 argent, 2 and 3 gules fretty or, over all a bend
sable, and three escallops or on the bend. (Thos.
Spencer. Y., 1702.)

601 THOMAS FRITH; device illegible (? a kettle). (Y., 1693.) 
602 THOMAS --; device, bust of Queen Anne (p. I.). 
603. N. GRANT; the arms of the Cinque Ports: the three

leopards of England dimidiated with the hulls of three
ships (p. 1. c. t.). 

604. D. B. in b. c.; a woolsack, crowned.
605. DAVID BunDEN; a hand grasping a staff (p. I.).
606. WILLIAM ELLIS; device, a man's bust with letters P. G.

(Y., 1702.) (p. 1.). (Cf. No. 778.)
607. TRISTRAM PIERCE; device, a rose and thistle dimidiated

and crowned. (Y., 1702.)
608. GEORGE WINTER; a star, a heart, and a marquis's

coronet (p. I.). (Y., 1701.)
609. W. S. in s. b. c.; a skull surmounted by an eye.
610. THOMAS SCATTERGOOD ; two hands with hammers and a

rose (p. 1.) (Yoo., 17; W., '33. Another Thomas
Scattergood was W., 1760 and '73, and M., '74, '75.) 

6n. THOMAS BECKETT; a rose within a monogram. (Y., 
1702 ; W., '31.) 

612. NICHOLAS JACKMAN; a man working a handpress or
jack. (Y., 1699; W., 1733; M., '35.)

613. loHN SMITH ; a chevron engrailed and six crosslets
:fitchy, with three fleurs-de-lys on the chevron.

614. I. S. in b. o., with a flower and sun, and a date [1]703.
This is the end of the second touch-plate. Many of

the last two rows of touches are almost illegible owing
to their having been carelessly punched. 

Touch Plate III. 1 (Dimensions, 18 in. x 13f in.) 

615. I. T. in s. b. c., with a pear and [1]704.
616. S. P. in b. c., with heart and flowers issuing from it
617. B. C. in small stamp, with a flying bird.
618. R. R. in b. c., with fox running off with a goose, and

date 1704. (? Robt. Reynolds. Y., 1704.)
619. -- --; a man grasping a boy by his hair and about

to punish h.im; in the exergue PATER FIDE[LIS].

1 This plate is probably the one referred to in Welch, ii. 174, as
follows: "Paid John ffrith for a plate to Strike Touches on 8•. 9d.'' 
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600. T. S., 1702; shield of the arms of Spencer : quarterly
l and 4 argent, 2 and 3 gules fretty or, over all a bend
sable, and three escallops or on the bend. (Thos.
Spencer. Y., 1702.)

601 THOMAS FRITH; device illegible (? a kettle). (Y., 1693.) 
602 THOMAS --; device, bust of Queen Anne (p. I.). 
603. N. GRANT; the arms of the Cinque Ports: the three

leopards of England dimidiated with the hulls of three
ships (p. 1. c. t.). 

604. D. B. in b. c.; a woolsack, crowned.
605. DAVID BunDEN; a hand grasping a staff (p. I.).
606. WILLIAM ELLIS; device, a man's bust with letters P. G.

(Y., 1702.) (p. 1.). (Cf. No. 778.)
607. TRISTRAM PIERCE; device, a rose and thistle dimidiated

and crowned. (Y., 1702.)
608. GEORGE WINTER; a star, a heart, and a marquis's

coronet (p. I.). (Y., 1701.)
609. W. S. in s. b. c.; a skull surmounted by an eye.
610. THOMAS SCATTERGOOD ; two hands with hammers and a

rose (p. 1.) (Yoo., 17; W., '33. Another Thomas
Scattergood was W., 1760 and '73, and M., '74, '75.) 

6n. THOMAS BECKETT; a rose within a monogram. (Y., 
1702 ; W., '31.) 

612. NICHOLAS JACKMAN; a man working a handpress or
jack. (Y., 1699; W., 1733; M., '35.)

613. loHN SMITH ; a chevron engrailed and six crosslets
:fitchy, with three fleurs-de-lys on the chevron.

614. I. S. in b. o., with a flower and sun, and a date [1]703.
This is the end of the second touch-plate. Many of

the last two rows of touches are almost illegible owing
to their having been carelessly punched. 

Touch Plate III. 1 (Dimensions, 18 in. x 13f in.) 

615. I. T. in s. b. c., with a pear and [1]704.
616. S. P. in b. c., with heart and flowers issuing from it
617. B. C. in small stamp, with a flying bird.
618. R. R. in b. c., with fox running off with a goose, and

date 1704. (? Robt. Reynolds. Y., 1704.)
619. -- --; a man grasping a boy by his hair and about

to punish h.im; in the exergue PATER FIDE[LIS].

1 This plate is probably the one referred to in Welch, ii. 174, as
follows: "Paid John ffrith for a plate to Strike Touches on 8•. 9d.'' 
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620. !0HN SAVAGE; crest, a unicorn; a star on the field.
(Y., 1699. Another John Savage was Y., 1711.)

621. ROBERT Iu(PE]; a rose and a crown.
622. T. H. in s. b. c.; two naked boys (? the sign Gemini)

holding up a sun bebveen them, and date 1705.
623. [HOWELL] GWILT; punch illegible, as a hole has been

made here to suspend the touch-plate. (L., 1709.)
624. !ONATHAN COTTON. A bird between a spray of flowers

and a spread eagle; date 1704. (Y., 1704; W., '34;
M., '36.) (Cf. No. 866.) 

625. ROBERT PILKINGTON; a man carrying a bird on his
back. (Y., 1704.)

626. DAw[BENY] TURBERVILE; a lion rampant on a crescent.
(Y., 1703) (p. 1.).

627. Here follows a small shaped punch, with a grasshopper
and 1705 (p. 1.).

628. E. H. in s. b. c. ; a figure of a man (? a pikeman and his
dog).

629. W. B. in s. b. c., with [16]75 ; crest, an eagle's head,
couped, with crescent over its head.

630. Guv, EARLE OF WARWICK. Guy of Wanvick ·as an
armed figure holding the boar's head between
initials T. W. (This from a rubbing sent to me was 
Thomas Wigley. Y., 1699.) 

631. I. S., with a pear (?) and a heart, 1706.
632. THOMAS SMITH ; a seated figure, apparently with a mitre.
633. THOMAS ARNOTT; (? the flower of a leek).
634. W. S., with a small book, crowned, 1706.
635. T. P. in a small touch; no device.
036. !AMES PAXTON; a sun and a marigold.
,637. EVERARD GrLLAM; a dagger or short sword (p. 1.) .
. 638. I. P. ,vi.th a bear and a ragged staff .
. 639. BENJAMIN F[osT]ER; arms, a chevron ermine and three

phaeons. (Y., 1706.) (Cf. No. 847.) 
640. ]AMES [ ?GREEN]; arms, barry ermine and a lion ram

pant.
641. RICHARD [H]ESLOPP ; two sheep with long tails. (Y.,

1700.) (p. 1.).
642. H. H. in b. c.; a crown and tun, 1707. (Henry Ham

merton.1 Y., 1706; W., '33.)
643. ROBERT MORSE; a lion passant and crown above.

(Y., 1702.) (p. 1.).

1 His touches were various. Vide Miscellaneous Touches in the
Appendix. 
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644. WILLIAM TOWNSEND; a Neptune (? Father Thames)
with a trident. (Y., 1699.)

645. W. F. in top of shaped punch, with star; below, a
phcenix surrounded by flames; below, three fleurs-de
lys. (? Wm. Frith. Y., 1700.) 

646. ROBERT CROSFEILD in large circular punch ; in centre a
clock-face ; within the rim of the figures of the hours
a crescent, a sun, and 1707. 

647. TIMOTHY RICHARDS (fecit in interior scroll) ; device, a
rose with Prince of Wales's plumes. (Y., 1699.)

648. R. KING in b. o. ; device, a horse's head. (? Robert
King. Y., 1698.) (A Richard King was W., 1745, and
M., '46.) Richard King, Jr., became a Yeoman in 
1745. 

649. RICHARD COLLIER; arms, three cocks. (Y., 1706 W.,
w., '42) (p. I.).

650. T. B., in b. c., with a crescent.
651. ABRAHAM WIGGIN; a sword-hilt (?) and a crown. (Y.,

1707.)
652. l'oHN [BLE]WETT; a lion rampant and a pierced mullet.

(Y., 1707.)
653. PHILIP ROGERS ; a saltire with a stag above ; at each

side a rose. (Y., 1708.)
654. THOMAS SHEPPARD ; a shepherd, with sheep, piping to a

shepherdess. (Y., 1705.)
655. RICHARD WILKS ; a lion rampant, leaning against a

tree. (Y., 1708) (p. 1.).
656. W. K. in s. b. c. ; a star in centre with a fleur-de-lys

above, a crescent below ; in the other spaces two
roundels, two smaller stars. (? William l{ing. Y., 
1715.) 

657. EDWARD QurcK; two heads (William and Mary.)
(Y., 1714.)

658. HENRY SEW[DLEY] ; a heart pierced by two arrows,
crossed; below, an eagle with two heads. (Y., 1706;
W., '36 ; M.,'38.) (p. I.). 

659. I. P. in b. c. ; two matchlocks crossed with a spiral roll
or match.

66o. JOHN HARRIS; crest, a dog, seated. (Y., 1709) (p. I.). 
661. HELLARY PERCHARD ; 1 an anchor encircled ·with a G.

and 1709. (Hellary or HeUier P. [Y., 1709) was W.,
1738, and M., '40) (p. I.). 

1 His touches were various. 
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662. SPACKMAN & GRANT; a :f!eur-de-lys, with a cross paty
on either side of it; below, a crown, with a cross
paty under it. (A James Spackman was W., 1732, 
and M., '42; E. Grant was W., '31, '40, and M., '41) 
(p. I. C. t.). 

663. W. H. in b. c. ; two hands clasped with a crown above,
1709.

664. PHILIP STEVENS ; a grasshopper ; above, hvo keys
cross-wise, with a roundel behveen them (p. I.).

665. ROBERT OonLEY ; a rose with an acorn-spray above it.
(Y., 1708) (p. I.). 

666. R. I. in shaped punch ; a small boat in full sail. 
667. RICHARD DALE; device, a pump, or a beacon, or possibly

a still. (Y., 1709.) (Cf. No. 704) (p. 1.).
668. WILLIAM Cox ; crest, a goat's head couped, transfixed

with a spear, a crown and a tent behind. (Y., 1708.)
669. I. S. in b. o. ; ? an Eleanor Cross, or that in Cheapside,

1710.
670. THOMAS PEISLEY; arms, a lion rampant, with hvo tails.

with a mullet. (Vide 709; this is a large stamp.
Y., 1693.) 

671. THOMAS GOODWIN; crest, a demi-griffin. (Y., 1707.)
672. ARTHUR ENGLEY; hvo crescents, with a ducal coronet

above them (p. I.).
673. HENRY FEILDAR ; a spray of rose-tree, with a sun

shining thereon, behveen two pillars. (Y., 1704.)
67+ G. LINDSEY; a female figure, seated, with a lance and 

holding the rose and the thistle ;1 by her side the 
arms of the City of London, and a coronet over. 
(? Greenhill Lindsey. Y., 1708.) 

675. TIM. FLY; device, a fly (p. 1.). (W., 1737; M., 1739.)
676. GEORGE SMITH ; a bust of Queen Anne, facing left.

(Y., 1712.) (p. I.).
677. RICHARD GRUNWIN; a portrait, full face. (Y., 1713;

W., '29.) (Cf. No. 401.)
678. PETER REDKNAP ; St. Peter bearing hvo keys. (Y.,

1713) (p. !.).
679. IoHN WALMSLEY; a heart, crowned. (Y., 1702.)
680. T. I.; a rose, 1713. (? Theodore Jennings. Y., 1713.)
681. THOMAS GIFFIN ; a crown, a heart and a hammer, and

six stars. (W., 1751; M., '53, '57.)

1 The rose and the thistle were the badge of Queen Anne, and
they occur on many of the touches. 
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682. Rrc. DRINKWATER; a bird bearing an olive-branch on a
wheatsheaf ; at the sides, a snake tied in a knot, and
a lion passant. (Y., 1712.) 

683. W. BEAMONT; a lion on a cap of estate. (Y., 1706)
(p. 1.). 

684. I. LAFFAR ; Atlas, supporting the world, between two
mullets. (Y., 1706.)

685. WILLIAM NEWHAM ; b. p. a rose and a thistle on the
same stem. (W., 1745.) (Y., 1708.)

686. G. V. in p. o. ; a female, nude, skipping, and date 1712�
(? George Underwood. Y., 1712.)

687. IoHN OSBORNE in large punch; a crown; and below,
rose and thistle on same stem ; at the bottom Semper
Eadem. 

688. A small touch is stamped at the side of No. 687, with
I. W., and date [17)07.

689 SAMUEL KNIGHT ; b. p. an arm holding a dart. (Y., 
1703.) 

690. I. WoODDES0N; a wood with the sun shining upon it.
(Y., 1708.)

691. LAW. DYER; three anchors (p. 1.). (Y., 1704; W., '26
,.. 

and '28.)
692. THOMAS WHEELER ; Queen Anne with sceptre and orb,

standing up. (Y., 1692.)
693. IN° PALMER, 1714; three horseshoes (p. 1.). (Y., 1702.)
694. I. E. in b. c. ; a hand with a heart in it, 1714.
695. I. W. in b. c., 1715; a man walking (? a Walker).
696. In a 1. p. o. without a rim, a lion's head, issuing from a.

marquis's coronet.
697. JOHN TIDMARSH; a ship in full sail. (Y., 1713; W.,

'39, '50; M., '52.)
698. THo[MAS] CART[WRIG]HT ; crest, a bird on a torse.

(W., 1742 ; M., '43.)
699. JOHN NE[ATON] in b. c. ; a crescent and two mullets.

(Y., 1714.)
700. RICHARD PARTRIDGE; three partridges, and a large,

mitre above. (Y., 1715.)
701. THOMAS WEBB ; two swords crosswise, with a crown

and three fleurs-de-lys in the under spaces. (Y., 1713.)
702. THOMAS MATHEWS ; a mermaid, ,vi.th six roundels,

(p. 1.). (Y., 17II.)
703. I. S. in b. c. ; a stork with wings displayed, 1716.
704. WILLIAM MEADOWS. This touch resembles that of

Richard Dale, No. 667 (p. 1.). (Y., 1714.)
705. A. C. ; in plain stamp a saltire between fruit and flowers.
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706. WILLIAM MILES ; b. p. a wheatsheaf and a sun. (Y.,
1715.) 

107. THOMAS CLARIDGE; a griffin's head, erased, and two
frets. 

708. I. A. in a small shaped punch, with a bunch of grapes
and two mullets. 

709. GEORGE PEISLEY ; a shield with a right hand bearing a
dagger. (Y., 1718.) (Cf. No. 670.) 

710. loHN RoLT ; a dolphin ; above, crest : a griffin's head,
couped. (Y., 1716.) 

. II {Io. GRAY}a pelican in her piety. (John Gray. Y.,7 · IA. KING 1712.) (James King. Y., 1716.) 
712. In p. o., a griffin's head couped, with a snake in its

mouth. 
·713. JOHN LANGFORD; a hand with hammer, and below, a

barrel. (Y., 1719; W., '55; M., '57.) 
714. SETH JONES ; the Archangel Michael, crowned with

scales and a sword (p. 1.) (Y., 1719.)
715. FRANCIS WHITTLE; a dove with an olive-spray; below,

an olive-tree (p. 1.). (S., 1731.) 
716. THOMAS LIN[coLN]E; a rose and a leaved thistle above

it. (Y., 1718.) 
717. ABRAHAM FORD; b. p .  a sun in splendour shining on a

wheatsheaf. (Cf. W., ii, 185, and punch of J. Blen
man, p. 241). (L., 1719.)

·718. loHN CARPENTER; with globe and compasses (p. 1.).
Below this are

719. W. W. in small lozenge, 1721.
720. I. M. in shaped punch, with a sheep and 171-. (? 1721).

(? John Merriott, or John Merrieweather.)
·721. loHN OSBORNE; a lion rampant, holding a rose or other

flower (p. l.). (Cf. No. 917.) (? John Osborne, Jun.
Y., 1713.) 

722. loNATHAN BoNKIN ; a shepherd on foot with a crook
and a dog; in his left hand a rose. (Cf. No. 307.)

723. RICHARD KING ; a demi-ostrich with outspread wings
and horseshoe in its beak. (Y., 1714; W., '45; M.,
'46.) 

724. PENRY SPRING; a fountain with three basins; on the top
a sun (p. 1.). (Pentlebury Spring. Y., 1717.)

·'J25• THOMAS LEACH ; arms of London, with two swords
(p. 1.). (Cf. No. 304.)

_726. ARTHUR SMALMAN; two nude .figures holding up a
crown. (Y., 1713.)
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727. JOHN LANGLEY; a fleur-dc-lys and two roundels, with a
crown above (p. 1.). (Y., 1716.)

728. W. N. in shaped punch, with fleur-de-lys and a sun in
splendour. (? Wm. Nicholson. Y., 1720.)

729. BENIAMIN [Wnn)ERS ; a cock, and a small crown above.
(Y., 1719.)

730. COLLYER in oblong label, above which is a globe on a
stand. (Somewhat similar to that of J. Watts, No.
801.) (? Richard Collier. Y., 1706.) 

73r. Io1rn TRAPP; a dove with olive-branch. (Y., 1695.) 
732. Jos. WATSON in b. o.; a soldier(? a grenadier). with a

musket. (Y., 1713.)
733. W. CLARKE; an artichoke with a mullet (p. 1.). (Y.,

1695; M., 1750, '51, '55.)
734. THOMAS RHODES ; b. p. a sun in splendour shining on a

dove with olive-branch. (W., 1746.)
735. IONATHAN BRODHURST; b. p. a stag and a bell. (Y.,

1731.)
736. Jo1rn KENT; a lion holding up a crown (p. 1.). (Y.,

1718.)
737. RICHARD WRIGHT; a peacock in his pride (p. 1.). (Y.,

1712.)
738. ROBERT POLE ; a cock, pecking at a wheatsheaf. (Cf.

No. 762.)
739. I. W., each with a mullet above; a wheatsheaf and a rose.
740. T. H. with a lamp, in a plain circle.
741. EDWARD LAWRENCE; b. p. St. Lawrence with his grid

iron, and a sun. (Y., 1713.)
742. I. E. in shaped punch; a crown and pear (?) (p. 1.).
743. WRITE A:-lD BERNARD ; an eagle issuing from a rose.

(p. 1.). (? Wm. White. Y., 1714. ? Onesiphorus
Bernard. Y., 1722.) 

744. JOHN HEATH in moulded oval ; three cocks and six
mullets. (Y., 17u.)

745. GEORGE TAYLOR; with a figure of Neptune and two
mtµlets (p. I.). (Cf. No. 758.) (Y., 1722.)

746. SAMUEL ELLIS; with golden fleece. The rim contains
two panels of very florid ornament. (W., 1737, '47;
Master, '48.) 

747. IOHN RANDAL; a leopard's head (p. I.). (Y., 1723.)
748. ROBERT WASS; b. p. a crown, a woolsack, a rose.

(Y., 1712.)
749. LUKE IoHNSON ; a crowned arrow, point downwards,

between a 2 and a 3 (i.e. 1723), between two wings
(p. 1.). (Y., 1713.) 
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750. ALEXANDER LANCASTER; a swan with collar and chain
(p. l.). (Y., 1711.)

751. I. E. in b. c., with a head, wreathed.
752. I. C., with a wheel, crowned, 1723 (p. l.).
753. IosEPH PRATT; Time, with scythe and hour-glass (p. l.).

(Y., 1709.)
754. T. Hux, in a guilloche border; a fleur-de-lys within a

crescent. (Y., 1723.)
755. EDWARD NASH ; three fieurs-de-lys (p. l.). (Y., 1717.)
756. CATESBY CHAPMAN; a ship in full sail (p. l.). (Y.,

1721.)
757. THOMAS STEVENS; a dexter hand holding a small globe,

also a star or sun (p. l.). (Y., 1716.)
758. GEORGE TAYLOR; Neptune, with a trident. {Also struck

badly, above, cf. No. 745.) (Y., 1722.)
759. EDWARD UBLY; a stag trippant. (Y., 1716.)
760. HENRY IACKSON ; b. p. three beehives, with eleven bees

volant. (Y., 1723.)
761. T. W. in small shaped punch, with crown; rest illegible;

below it vertically an oblong punch, LONDON, with
beaded edge. 

762. loHN NORGROVE; a cock pecking at a wheatsheaf.
(Similar to Robert Pole's touch, No. 738.) (Y., 1722.)

763. RrcHARD Cox; a cock perching on a helmet. (Y., 1712.)
764. R. S. in s. c., and a worm from a still.
765. loHN CoLE; a bull (p. 1.). 
766. P. M. in s. b. c., with scallop-shell. (? Paul Mitchell.

Y., 1721.)
767. SIMON PATTINSON; three crowns. (Y .. 1715.)
768. THOMAS BACON, with a boar. In interior scroll, the word

FECIT (p. l.). (Y., 1717.)
769. IoHN PAXTON; sun shining on a marigold. (Y., 1717.)
770. EDWARD MERRIEFIELD; a hand, sleeved, holding a

marigold or daisy. (Y., 1716.)
771. RICHARD LEGGATT; a horse walking. (Y., 1722.)
772. THO. STRIBBLEHILL; David slaying Goliath. (Y., 1704.) 
773. To. l{Irum ; a bonnet with strings and an upright

feather in front. (? Tho. Kirke. Y., 1728.)
774. IosEPH WINGOD ; b. p. a beadle leading away an offend

ing child. (Y., 1721 ; W., '66; M., '67. His name is
given as WINGARD in the List of the Yeomanry.) 

775. HENRY ELWICK; a fountain between two dolphins, all
spouting water. (Y., 1707.)

776. SAMUEL MILES ; b. p. a sun in splendour and a wbeat
sheaf. (Y., 1726.)
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777. THOMAS ]AMES; a squirrel sejant (p. l. c.). (Y., 1726.)
(HENRY ELWICK [No. 775] repeated.)

778. WILLIAM ELLIS ; b. p. a lion rampant bearing a heart
in its paws. (Y., 1726.) (Cf. No. 606.)

779. !OHN SHAW; a fleur-de-lys with crown above, between
nvo roundels (p. l.). (Y., 1726.)

780. !AMES MATTHEWS ; crest, two arms holding up a plate.
(Y., 1722.)

781. !AMES BISHOP; a bishop's bust between two crossed
crosiers and a mitre. (Y., 1724.)

782. ROWLAND CoLE ; two hands interlocked, with a crown
above.

783. R. M. in oval; a large daisy, with a sun and six roundels
(p. l. c.).

784. THOMAS PHILLIPS; a cock perched on a rose. (Y., 1727.)
785. [EDWARD] BRADSTREET; the name at the top and also

at the bottom. For device, the star of the Order of
the Garter. (For the name cf. Welch, ii, 186; Y., 
1720.) 

786. MARK CRIPPS ; b. p. a sun shining thiough a cloud on a
wheatsheaf. (Y., 1727; W., '51, '60; M., '62.)

787. HENRY SMITH; a rose ensigned by a mitre. (Y., 1724.)
788. I. SMITH; a rose (p. l. c.). (Y., 1716.)
789. !ORN PAYNE; b. p. a crescent or moon and seven stars.

(Y., 1725.)
790. !oHN HATHAWAY; a crown, ·with two sceptres through

the crown. (Y., 1724.)
791. ALEX. CLEEVE ; a hand grasping a rose spray, and one

mullet. (Y., 1688 ; W., 1705, '15 ; M., '20, '27.)
792. !ORN CATER, LONDON; b. p. a lion issuing from a

crescent. (Y., 1725; L., '52.)
793. !oHN ROGERS; a sun in splendour. (Y., 1717.)
794. THOMAS GOSLING; b. p. a gosling. (Y., 1721.)
795. I. P. ; Time, with scythe and hour-glass ; above, a

crown (p. l.). Below these follows a half-line of
touches: 

796. SAMVEL SMITH; b. p. a holy lamb and flag. (Y., 1727;
W., '41, '53.)

797. !oHN BLENMAN; a sun in splendour shining on a wheat
sheaf. (Welch, ii. 185 ; Y., 1726.)

798. JOSEPH CARTER; a carter with his cart, and date
1726.

799. Here follows a small punch, very indistinct, with initials
W.M.

800. THOMAS PIGGOTT; device, a Roman. (Cf. No. 809.)
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801. IN° ·WATTS in oblong punch; upon it a globe, mounted
in a stand. (Somewhat similar to the stamp of -
Collyer, No. 730. There was a John Watts Y., 1725; 
W., '58; M., '60; and another, W., 1779; M., '80.) 

802. Ta[oMAs] SWINDELL; crest, a mitre. (Y., 1705.)
803. ANN TmMARSH ; a ducal coronet. (Y., 1728.)
804. IosPH DoNNE ; a hand holding a seal between the finger

and the thumb (p. l. c.). (Y., 1727; L., 1727.)
805. R. B. in s. shield, with a flower and a wheel and four

roundels.
806. T. K in oblong punch; a heart surmounted by a rose,

·with three stars, and date 1799 (?).
807. IosP" DONNE (No. 804) repeated, but defaced.
808. SMITH & LEAPIDGE in a square touch; b. p. a goat (?)

and a wheatsheaf. (A Samuel Smith, whose touch
is given, No. 796, was W., 1753, with John Leapidge. 
The latter was W., 1762, and M., '63.) 

809. IosEPH SHERWIN ; same device as Thomas Piggott,
No. 800. (Y., 1726.)

810. IosEPH CLARIDGE ; a hand grasping a dove with olive
branch. (Y., 1724.)

8II. DANIBL [PICKER]ING; a lion rampant, and below, a. 
dolphin. (Y., 1723.) 

812. W. H. in p. c. ; a Bacchus astride a barrel.
813. SAMUEL CooKE; a lion rampant holding a crown in its

paws. (Y., 1727.)
814. BENJAMIN BROWNE; arms, a two-headed eagle, and

above the crest, a hand grasping a bird's foot and a.
wing (?). (Y., 1726.) 

815. WILLIAM NORWOOD; a hammer, crowned, between two
fleurs-de-lys (p. 1.). (Y., 1727.)

816. WILLIAM RowELL ; arms, two chevrons engrailed, and
on each three roundels. (Y., 1726.)

817. WILLIAM STEVENS; a hand, with a tulip (p. 1.). (Y.,
1729.)

818. Below this, RICHARD BRADSTREET ; two naked figures
supporting a crown. (Y., 1727.)

819. loHN WILLIAMS in b. o., with a crescent; in a border,
the signs of the Zodiac. (Cf. No. 903.)

820. GEORGE [STAFFO]RD; a hand holding a seal. (Y.,
1730.)

821. IosEPH PEDDER; a cock, standing over two crossed keys.
In the margin four mullets.
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822. I. IoNES, LONDON; an angel. (Y., 1720; W., '35, '44;
M., '45. Another J. Jones was Y., 1707; W., '56;
M., '58. 

823. ANDREW RuDSBY ; b. p. a dove with olive-branch,
perched on a wheatsheaf. (Y., 1712.)

824. CooKE AND FREEMAN; no device, merely two scrolls.
(? White Cooke. Y., 1720. ? William Freeman. Y.,
1727.) 

825. SAMUEL SP[ATEMAN]; a sun, with a wheatsheaf and a, 

cock below. (Y., 1719.) In the list of Yeomen it is
spelled SPADEMAN. 

826. I. F. in b. o., with a bit within a horseshoe.
827. W. SANDYS; a griffin rampant.
828. Jo. JORDAN; a dove perched on a snake. (p. 1. c. t.).

(Y., 1727.)
829. WILLIAM [SMITH] ; device, a tankard or possibly a

lantern.
830. SIMON HALFORD ; crest, a griffin. (Y., 1726.)
831. RICHARD WILDMAN ; Hercules and his club. (Y., 1728.}
832. GILES CLEEVE; b. p. three griffins' heads erased. (Y.,

1706.)
833. JoHN DE ST. [CROIX]; three leopards. (Y., 1729.)
834. RICHARD HANDS ; a shepherd with a crook and a dog.

(Y., 1717.)
835. THOMAS BARNES ; a unicorn rampant, with collar and

chain and two mullets. (Y., 1726.)
836. E. D. ; in p. o , a mermaid, with comb and mirror
837 RICHARD BROWN 1731 ; a lion sejant affronte, with one

paw on a lamb (Y., 1729.) 
838. I. C. in b. c., with a worm.
839. ALEXANDER HAMILTON ; St. Andrew, holding a cross ;

at the sides a thistle and a rose. (Y., 1721.)
840. IAMES SMITH, a rose and acorn (p. 1.). (Y., 1732.)
841. WILLIAM PHILLIPS; a hand holding a gillyfl.ower_

(Y., 1744.)
842. W. C. in square touch with corners cut off, with rose and

thistle on one stem.
843. TD. NM. 1732; a snake coiled like the worm of a still,

crowned.
844. ,�1LLIAM CoocH ; a wyvern above a star of eight points

within a crescent. (? Wm. Couch in list of Yeomanry,
1731.) 

845. SAM. GuY, LONDON ; device, a kilted figure holding a
grotesque animal (Warwick). (Cf. No. 630.) (Y.,
1729.) 
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846. WILLIAM [Fox) ; a fox. (Wm. Fox, Y., 1670.)
847. BEN FOSTER, LONDON; arms, a chevron engrailed

ermine and three pheons, with a label of three points.
(Cf. No. 639.) 

848. EDWD. YORKE; on a cross, five lions rampant. (L.,
1735.)

849. W. S., an earl's coronet; above, a mullet within a
crescent.

This is the end of the third touch-plate. 

Touch Plate IV. (Dimensions, 21j x 14 in.) 

850. SAMUEL TAYLOR; a cock on a plough. (Y., 1731.)
851. SAMUEL RIGHTON; a cock, two crossed sprigs of olive

below. (Y., 1732.)
852. I. T. with a pear and 17 .. , very indistinct.
853. IoHNSON [AND) CHAMBERLAIN; the Prince of Wales's

feathers, crowned.
854. !AMES TISOE; portcullis. (Y., 1733 ; W., '64.) (Cf.

No. 449.)
855. IoHN lACKSON; an hour-glass and three fl.eurs-de-lys.

(Y., 1689; W., 1712.)
856. SAMUEL JEFFERYS; a rose and two fl.eurs-de-lys above.

(p. I.) (Cf. No. 986.)
857. WILLIAM MURRAY; a crested bird on nowed serpent, a

star above. (Y., 1734.)
858. R. P. in the centre of a clock-face. (? R. Parr or R.

Pitt.)
859 IoHN SCATTERGOOD ; two hands with hammers and a 

rose (p. 1.). (Y., 1716.) 
860. RICHARD SMITH ; device, a plough and a star. (Y.,

1733.) (Cf. No. 301.)
86r. HENRY MAXTED ; 1 b. p. a sun (in part) shining on a 

rose. (Y., 1731.) 
862. THOMAS COLLET; b. p.; a crown above, a woolsack and

a rose below. (Y., 1735.)
863. An illegible punch follows here, being an attempt at the

next.
864. W. D. and a star above.
865. A crowned rose-en-soleil. No name or letters are in this

touch.

1 With this punch the series begins with pillars at either side,
of ever-varying forms, the palm-leaves becoming somewhat more 
scarce. 
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(Y., 1689; W., 1712.)
856. SAMUEL JEFFERYS; a rose and two fl.eurs-de-lys above.

(p. I.) (Cf. No. 986.)
857. WILLIAM MURRAY; a crested bird on nowed serpent, a

star above. (Y., 1734.)
858. R. P. in the centre of a clock-face. (? R. Parr or R.

Pitt.)
859 IoHN SCATTERGOOD ; two hands with hammers and a 

rose (p. 1.). (Y., 1716.) 
860. RICHARD SMITH ; device, a plough and a star. (Y.,

1733.) (Cf. No. 301.)
86r. HENRY MAXTED ; 1 b. p. a sun (in part) shining on a 

rose. (Y., 1731.) 
862. THOMAS COLLET; b. p.; a crown above, a woolsack and

a rose below. (Y., 1735.)
863. An illegible punch follows here, being an attempt at the

next.
864. W. D. and a star above.
865. A crowned rose-en-soleil. No name or letters are in this

touch.

1 With this punch the series begins with pillars at either side,
of ever-varying forms, the palm-leaves becoming somewhat more 
scarce. 
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866. IoNATHAN Co[TT]ON, 1705 ; an eagle displayed, a
crescent, a hand with flower-spray, and dove. (W.,
1734; M., '36.) (Cf. No. 624.) 

867. ROBERT MASSAM; three fleurs-de-lys and a rose below
(p. 1.). (Y., 1735.)

868. IOHN PIGGOTT; a figure of a Roman. (Y., 1736.)
869. P. M. in b. o., with a boy naked to the waist, holding

a popgun and a rattle. (? Philemon Mathew. Y.,
1736.) 

870. I. W. in p. c., with a star and a bell.
871. DANIEL GRENDON ; crest, on a torse a bird (p. 1.). (Y.,

1735.)
872. ALEXANDER STOUT ; a cock on a globe mounted on a

stand (p. 1.). (Y., 1733.)
873. THOMAS SCATTERGOOD ; arms, two bars and three

hands, with helm and mantling ; and crest, an open
hand. (Y., 1736; W., '60, '73; M., '74, '75.) (Cf. 
No. 610.) 

874. FLY AND THOMPSON in oval; device, a fly. (Timothy
Fly was W., 1737 ; M., '39. Paul Thompson became
Yeoman in 1733.) 

875. HENRY LITTLE; b. p. a cock, with crown above. (Y.,
1734; w., '55.)

876. THOMAS GROCE; b. p. three crowns. (Y., 1737.)
877. ROBERT HITCHMAN ; b. p. a lion rampant bearing a

key.
(Y., 1737 ; W., '52 and '61.)

878. IoHN IuPE; a :fieur-de-lys issuing from a rose (p. 1.).
(Y., 1731; W., '50, '59; M., '6r.)

879. SAMUEL GRIGG; a sun in splendour and a snake. (Y.,
1734.)

880. PATRICK GARIOCH; two leopards' heads point to point,
one above, the other below ; a curious saltire device.

(Y., 1735.)
881. EDMUND SHARROCK ; arms, a chevron and three human

heads. (Y., 1737.)
882. R. P. in p. c., with a cock and a pheasant.
883. ROBERT PATIENCE; a standing figure of a queen. (Y.,

1734; W., '71 ; M., '72.)
884. WILLIAM HANDY; device, a hand and a weight(?) or

little book above. (Y., 1728.) (Cf. No. 984.)
885. IOHN KENRICK; b. p. a stork. (Y., 1737; w., '54.)
886. FRANCIS PIGGOTT ; a teazle and a crescent above. (Y.,

1736; W., '69; M., '70.)
R 
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887. GEORGE ALDERSON; a lion issuant from a mural crown,
looking back and holding an escallop ; on the field a
crescent and a star. (Y., 1728.) (Other Aldersons 
bore the same device.) 

888. PHILIP ROBERTS ; arms, a lion rampant, and a crescent
for difference. (Y., 1738.)

889. ROBERT SKYNNER ; crest, on a torse a unicorn sejant,
and a star.

890. JoHN BELSON; b. p. a bell over a sun. (Y., 1734.)
891. BARTHOLOMEW ELLIOT ; a female figure pointing with a

sceptre. (Y., 1738.)
892. WILLIAM COWLING, b. p. ; crest, on a torse a demi-

griffin sejant. (Y., 1737.)
893. Woon & MICHELL; device, bust of a man in a wig.
894. WILLIAM HIGHMORE; three fleurs-de-lys. (Y., 1741.)
895. V. S. in p. c., with a Britannia.
896. THOMAS UBLY; b. p. a stag holding up a wheatsheaf.

(Y., 1741.)
897. !OHN FosTER; b. p. a crowned book or Bible. (Y.,

1742.)
898. T. M.; an oval with demi-mermaid(?) holding up two

double balls, the whole surrounded with palm-leaves.
899. THOMAS BOARDMAN b. p. ; arms, a lion passant and three

stars, impaling a chief ermine with a demi-lion on the
chief. 

900. EDWARD QuICK ; 1 arms, a chevron vair (?) and three
griffins' heads erased ; crest : a demi-stag. (W.,
1744, '54 ; M., '56.) (Cf. No. 657.) 

901. S. S. in oval, with crown, and two small stars beneath it.
902. R0 NoRFOLK IN LONDON; arms, a lion passant and three 

fleurs-de-lys. (Y., 1726; W., '75 ; M., '76.) 
903. !OHN WILLIAMS ; arms, a stag's head couped, with a

crown between the horns. (Cf. No. 819.)
904. !OBN BENSON ; arms, a double-headed eagle, with a

crown in chief. (Y., 1740.)
905. L. Y. in b. oval ; a griffin's head couped, with a crown

over. (? Lawrence Yates. Y., 1738.) (Cf. No. 1031.)
906. HENRY !osEPH ; a scallop-shell. (Y., 1736; W., '70 ;

M., '71.)
907. R. C. in b. c.; a lamb with a crook. (? Robt. Crooke.

Y., 1738.)

1 There were three of this name, the dates of their becoming 
Yeomen being respectively 1708, 1714, 1735. 
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908. GEORGE HOLMES ; arms, a rose and four fleurs-de-lys.
(Y., 1742.)

909. I. PERRY; b. p. a female figure, seated. (Y., 1743 ; W.,
1773.)

910. !oBN (B]oTELER; a lion passant and a sun in chief.
(Y., 1743.)

911. W. P. in b. c., with a crescent in centre and six stars.
912. EDWARD TOMS ; a wheatsheaf and a plough. (Y.,

1744; W., '81 ; M., '83.)
913. AQUILA DACKOMBE; device, a bee or fly. (Y., 1742.)
914. (JOHN] FARMER in b. o.; a bundle of rods tied. (Y.,

1725.)
915. I. S. in b. o. ; device illegible (? a hippocampus or sea-

horse).
916. W. T. in b. o. ; a crescent.
917. I. G. in p. o. ; a tree.
918. !oHN HAYTON ; a blazing star with an earl's coronet

above. (Y., 1743.) (Cf. No. 939.)
919. !OHN BRUMFIELD ; the sun, the moon, and seven stars.

(Y., 1745.)
920. WrLLIAM How ARD; a mounted soldier with dra,vn sword

between the letters D. c. (probably for the Duke of
Cumberland). (Y., 1745.) 

921. GEORGE BACON; crest, on a torse a boar. (Y., 1748;
W., '62.)

922. !oNATHAN LEACH; a shield of arms: quarterly, (r) a
rose; (2) a sprig of laurel; (3) a lamb and flag; (4)
illegible; over all a cross. (Y., 1732.) 

923. IoHN WYNN b. p. ; arms, a lion rampant with three
mullets. (Y., 1746.)

924. RICHARD PITTS ; a running hare. (Richard Pitt was
Y., 1747 ; W., '80; M., '81.)

925. !oHN HARTWELL; a saltire and four castles, and a.
compass point on the saltire. (Y., 1736.)

926. RICHARD NEWMAN ; b. p. a mitre. (Y., 1747.)
927. IosEPH WHITE; a man holding a cup, standing in a

crescent. (Y., 1755.)
928. IoHN TOWNSEND ; a Iamb and a flying bird above.

(Y., 1748.)
929. BURFORD & GREEN ; arms, a cross with two crosslets

fitchy in chief, for Burford, impaling three stags
tripping, for Green. (Thos. Burford. Y., 1746; 
W., '48; M., '79. James Green. Y., 1746.) 

930. RICHARD PooLE ; a rose with spray of leaves on either
side, and three fleurs-de-lys above. (Y., 1749.)
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931. VrLLIAM HARRISSON; an acorn on a stalk with two
leaves, one pointing downwards ; above the acorn an
uncertain object. (William Harrison. Y., 1748.) 

932. IAMES LETHARD; a hand holding a mallet. (Y., 1745.)
933. WM. GLOVER ANNISON; arms of Oxford City impaling

those of Oxford University. (Y., 1742.) (Cf. No. 947.)
934. IoHN WINGOD ; a square and compasses. (Y., 1748 ;

S., '66; M., '67.)
935. I0HN SELLON; a unicorn supporting a classical head

piece. (Y., 1740.)
936. I. M. in a small, plain, oblong touch, with domed top,

with a rose, a wheatsheaf and two stars and a rose
above. 

937. WILLIAM BAMPT0N; b. p. a rose and a blazing star.
(Y., 1742; W., '74, '83; M., '85.)

938. DANIEL LAWSON; crest, on a torse two arms issuing
from a cloud and holding a sun in spendour (p. !.).
(Y., 1749.) 

939. GEORGE BEEST0N ; a blazing star and an earl's coronet
(the same touch as that of John Hayton; No. 918).
(Y., 1743.) 

940. ISAAC READ ; a man fishing. (Y., 1743.)
941. MATHEW TONKIN ; a miner (?) at work. (Y., 1749.)
942. DANIEL LAWSON, repeated.
943. HENRY APPLETON ; arms, a fess engrailed, and three

apples slipped in the stalks. (Y., 1749.)
944· JORN UBLY; a stag tripping (p. 1.). (Y., 1748.) 
945. WILLIAM PHIPPS ; arms, a trefoil and an orb of eight

mullets. (Y., 1743.)
946. IAMES BULLOCK; crest, a beehive surmounted by a bee.

(Y., 1750.)
947. [W. GLOVER] ANNISON; the arms of Oxford City im-

paling those of Oxford University. (Cf. No. 933.)
There is an indecipherable word in the lower scroll.

948. ROWLAND SMITH ; a rose and an acorn slipped in the
stalks (p. 1.). (Y., 1734.)

949. WILLIAM PHILLIPS; a hand holding a clove-pink or
gilly-:£1.ower. (Y., 1759.)

950. CHARLES MAXEY ; b. p. a pelican vulning herself and
standing on a globe. (Y., 1750.)

951. BouRCHIER CLEEVE ; b. p. a hand holding a slipped
rose. (Y., 1736.)

952. The next touch consists of an oval beaded band, with a
Latin motto, HAUD ULLIS LABENTIA VENTIS, and the
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name, H. IRVING in the exergue, badly punched ; and 
crest, an arm embowed, with the hand grasping a 
spray of holly. (Y., 1750.) 

953. R1cHD. PEAKE in b. o. ; a lion's head erased. (Y., 1750.)
954. WILLIAM WHITE ; b. p. on a torse a demi-stag. (Y.,

1751.)
955. ROBERT RANDALL in b. 0. ; three fleurs-de-lys. Y.,

1748.)
956. !AMES BoosT; device, a crescent and six stars. (Y.,

1744.)
957. JOHN WALKER in p. o.; a man crowned, walking.

(Y., 1748.)
958. MATTHEW UNDERWOOD, 1752 ; a lion and a lamb.
959. RICHARD ALDERWICK ; a falconer or man hawking.

(Y., 1748.) (Cf. No. 1035.)
960. WILLIAM HEALEY ; arms, a chevxon cotised indented

and three lions, with three crosses paty on the chevron ;
crest, a demi-lion holding a cross-paty. (Y., 1752.) 

961. !AMES FONTAINE ; an elephant. (Y., 1752.)
962. R° FAWSON; a rose spray ·with a ducal coronet over.

(Y., 1752.)
963. IOHN EDWARDS ; a horse. (Y., 1739.)
964. IoHN FASSON; a horseshoe. (Y., 1749.) (Cf. Nos. 977

and 1048.)
965. loHN HoME; arms, a lion rampant, impaling party per

band sinister si..x martlets. (Y., 1749; W., '71.)
(Cf. No. ro37.) 

966. WILLIAM HARRIS ; crest, on a torse a demi-griffin with
expanded wings. (Y., 1746.)

967. BENJ: TOWNSEND; arms, fretty and a cross, and five
mullets on the cross. (Y., 1744.) (Cf. No. 1058.)

968. !AMES STEEVENS; a Britannia, seated, 1754. (Y., 1753.)
969. THOMAS LANGFORD; a vase of flowers. (Y., 1751.)
970. WM. DE IERSEY ; arms, party per fess azure and gules

an eagle displayed. (L., 1744; W., '72 ; M., '73.)
971. loHN WHITE; b. p. a man holding a cup, standing in a

crescent. (Y., 1755.)
972. I. R. in b. c., with griffin's head erased, and a crown and

two stars above.
973. THOMAS BUTTERY; a bee and a rose above it. (Y., 1730.)
974. HENRY BowLER; b. p. a man bowling. (Y., 1757.)
975. THOMAS HAWKINS; in circle, a hawk perched upon a

woolsack. (Y., 1742.)
976. GEORGE GRE[EN]FELL ; a griffin standing on a ragged

staff(?). (Y., 1757.)
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977. WILLIAM F[ASSON]; a rose within a horseshoe. (Y.,1758; W., '76, '85; M., '87.) (Cf. Nos. 964 and1048.) 978. THOMAS MUNDAY; bust of a man in a wig (1767).(Y., 1754.)979. BENJAMIN BACON; arms, gules and on a chief twomullets ; crest, a boar.980. ROBERT SCATCHARD; arms, a lion rampant and in chiefthree mullets (1761) ; crest, a demi-lion. (Y., 1756.)981. CHARLES CLARIDGE ; an outstretched hand holding abird bearing a spray (1758). (Cf. No. 810.) (Y.,1756.) 982. JosEPH SPACKMAN; a ducal coronet between a fleur-delys and two crosses paty above ; a cross paty and t-.vocrossed palm-branches below. (Y., 1749.) (Cf. No. 1045.) 983. JAMES PULESTON; a lion's paw erased, grasping abattle-axe.984. W. H. in b. c. ; two hands interlocked, with a crownabove and 1709 below. (? Wm. Handy. Y., 1753.)(Cf. No. 884.) 985. IoHN VAUGHAN; b. p. a holy lamb and a flag. (Y.,1753 ; W., '91 ; M., '92.)986. IosEPH IEFFERYS ; a rose with two fleurs-de-lys above.987. W. F. in shaped and indented oblong touch; crest,a lion rampant with a crescent between the legs.988. MARY WILLEY ; a rose and four fl.eurs-de-lys.989. T. S. in s. b. c., with two hearts, point to point. (Cf.No. 1044.)990. THO. IoNES ; in an oval, a gun on a carriage and fivemullets. (Y., 1755.)BROWNE & Sw[ANSON] {device in both a talbot. (?John991. THOMAS SWANSON Brown. Thomas Swanson. Y.,1753; W., '77.) (Cf. No. 1008.)992. W. M. E. C. (?) in square punch, with corners cut off;a rose and a thistle on one stem (a badge of QueenAnne). 993. WILLIAM WIGHTMAN ; in an inner circle a cross crossletbetween two roses and two stags' heads. (Y., 1758.)994. BENNETT & CHAPMAN ; arms, three demi-lions and a- roundel ; impaling party per chevron, a crescent andtwo leopards' heads. (? Wm. Bennett. Y., 1758;and Oxton Chapman. Y., 1760.) (Cf. No. 998.)995. _!oHN KING; a female figure of Hope, draped, with ananchor. (Y., 1757.)
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996. RALPH WHARRAM ; arms, a fess between a goat's head
couped and three scallop-shells in base. (Y., 1756.) 

997. THOMAS GREENWOOD; device, a still, with a worm
attached, and a sun. (Y., 1759.) 

998. WILLIAM BENNETT ; arms, three demi-lions and a
roundel. (Y., 1758.) (Cf. No. 994.) 

999. RoBT. AND THo. PORTEUS; device, an ostrich. (Robt.
Porteus was Y., 1760; W., '78, '90. Thomas Porteus
was Y., 1762.) 

1000. N. M. in b. c., 1732 ; a worm, crowned. (? Nathaniel 
Meakin. W., 1759, '67 ; M., '68.) 

1001. R. E. in b. c.; a nude man with a long scroll(? Hercules 
and a snake.) 

1002. JOHN BROWN, !OHN LEWIS, & !oSEPH BROWN in the 
exergue of a large circle ; device, an angel holding a 
palm-branch in one hand, the other leaning upon a 
worm. 

1003. !AMES FI[DD]ES; a tun and a hammer. (Y., 1754.) 
1004. THOMAS THOMPSON ; in the centre a sun in splendour, 

upon the clouds betv,reen the two scrolls, vnth a thistle 
on one side, a crown on the other. (Y., 1755.) 

1005. THOMAS SMITH; a set of masonic emblems between 
two masonic pillars. (Y., 1761.) 

1006. THOMAS GIFFIN ;1 b. p. a dagger piecing a heart and
ensigned with a ducal coronet between six mullets. 
(Y., 1759.) 

1007. CLARK & GREENING; a flower (? a teasle) displayed, 
surmounted by a star. (J. Clarke. Y., 1756. Richd. 
Greening. Y., 1756.) 

1008. THOMAS SWANSON ;2 the Golden Fleece between four 
rings and a fleur-de-lys. (Y., 1753 ; W., 1777.) 
(Cf. No. 991.) 

1009. JOHN PERRY : arms, gules a bend cotised ermine and 
three leopards on the bend. (Y., 1743; W., '73.) 

1010. JOHN ALDERSON ; a demi-lion between a crescent and 
a star, looking back, issuant from a mural crown. 
(Y., 1764; W., '82.) 

ron. CHARLES SMITH; a mailed fist with sword; a lion 
rampant and three horseshoes. (Y., 1765; W., 
'89.) 

1 Another Thomas Giffin was L., 1726 I W., '51 I M., 'S 3 and' 57.
• Vide No. 991. The pewter stamped with the touch No. 1008

was probably made by Samuel Ellis (M., 1745). The two seem to have 
been in partnership. 
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1012. I. TOWNSEND & R. REYNOLDS ; a lamb and a dove 
with olive branch. {J. Townsend. Y., 1748; W., 
'69, '82 ; M., '84. Robert Reynolds, Y., 1761.) 

1013. WILLIAM SNAPE; b. p. a horse. (Y., 1764.) 
1014. W. FARMER in b. c., with two muskets in saltire and a 

powder-flask. (Y., 1765.) 
1015. A. JENNER in plain rectangle. (? Anth. Jenner; Y., 

1754.) 
1016. THOMAS SMITH : a cock treading a hen. 
1017. STEPHEN KENT HAGGER; a hand with hammer and a 

barrel. (Repeated.) (Y., 1754.) 
1018. PITT & FLOYD ; a running hare. (R. Pitt was W., 1780; 

M., '81. John Floyd, W., '87.) 
1019. R. P. HODGE in p. o., with a clock-face. {Robert 

Piercy Hodge was W., 1796 and 1801; M., '02.) 
1020. EDWARD SmEY in b. o., with large hour-glass. (Y., 

1772.) 
1021. H. WooD in b. c. ; two dogs fighting. (Y., 1768.) 
1022. SAML. LAW in b. c.; a dove with olive-branch. (This 

punch is repeated.) (Y., 1768.) 
1023. !oHN HUDSON; arms, quarterly per chevron embattled, 

or and vert, and three martlets. (Y., 1770.) 
1024. !OSEPH MONK; crest, a griffin. (Y., 1757.) 
1025. !OHN GuRNELL, London; a camel with a star. (Y., 

1768.) 
1026. !oHN HINDE ; a female figure of Hope, with an anchor 

in her left hand. (Y., 1760; W., '90, '91, '95 ; 
M., '96.) 

1027. THOMAS DODSON, 1775 ; a ship in full sail. (Y., 1769.) 
1028. W. PHILLIPS in p. o. ; a cock crowing. (Y., 1759.) 
1029. WILLIAM CoocH ; a fox running ; a star and a crescent 

above. (This touch is given thrice, the fi.Ist two 
being badly struck.) (Y., 1775.) 

1030. JOSEPH MONK (repeated). See above, No. 1024. 
1031. RICHARD YATES; a giiflin's head erased, ,vith a mar

quis's coronet above; at each side, between the 
scrolls, a star. (Y., 1772.) (Cf. No. 905.) 

1032. JNo. APPLETON in a l. p. o., with a still and a worm. 
(Y., 1768; W., '99; M., 1800.) 

1033. SAMUEL HIGLEY ; arms, a cross engiailed, and a 
crescent on the cross ; also a crescent in the quarter 
for difference ; crest, an eagle with two heads. 
(Repeated). (Y., 1775.) 

1034. WILLIAM BARNES ; a standing figure of a Queen with 
orb and sceptre. (Y., 1770.) 
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RICHARD ALDERWICK ; a man hawking. See above, 
No. 959. 

C. SWIFT, on a square punch with regular indentations,
with a spray of a thistle and a rose on one stem, the
badge of Queen Anne. (C. Swift repeated.) (Y.,
1770.)

NATHANIEL BARBER; with the arms of John Home. 
(Y., 1777.) (Cf. No. 965.) 

SAML. SALTER BOWLER ; a running greyhound ; above, 
a star. (Y., 1779.) 

SAMUEL FRIDDLE ; in the centre in b. 0. a flower 
displayed and a crescent. 

ROBERT JuPE; a rose and a fleur-de-lys. (Y., 1776.) 
WILLIAM WRIGHT in exergue of a plain shield-shaped 

punch ; on inner shield, a griffin's head issuing from 
a crown. (Y., 1764.) 

RoBT. LUPTON ; crest, a griffin's head erased, on a 
torse. (Y., 1775.) 

PITT & DADLEY; a running hare. Id. (repeated). 
(E. Dadley was W., 1799, 1803 ; and M., '04.) 

WILLIAM MILLIN; two hearts, point to point. (Y., 
1776.) (Vide touch of T. S., No. 989.) 

Jos11
• ANO JA5

• SPACKMAN. (James s. was w .. 1797, 
and had a different touch.) (For touch of Joseph
Spackman cf. No. 982.) 

ROBERT WALLER; a woman in a gown standing. 
(Y., 1779.) 

JOSEPH FOSTER in exergue of oval ; within, a unicorn 
rampant. (Y., 1757.) 

THOMAS FAssoN; a horseshoe encircling a heart; 
above, a dagger (a variant of the touches of John 
and William Fasson, Nos. 964, 977). (Y., 1783 ; 
W., 1802 ; M., '03.) 

RICHARD BACHE ; b. p., an angel with a palm branch 
in the left hand ; also a scroll in the right hand. 
(Y., 1779.) 

CHARLES LOADER ; in a large shield-shaped punch, a 
swan swimming. (Y., 1784.) 

ROBERT JACKSON; b. p., three beehives and eleven 
bees volant. (Cf. No. 780.) (Y., 1780; W., '95, 
1800 ; M., '01.) 

IosEPH SPACKMAN & Co. ; device as before. (? J. 
Spackman, Jr., Y., 1784.) 

ROBERT KNIGHT ; in central oval, a compass and an 
eight-pointed star. (Y., 1770.) 
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rn54. HENRY & RICHARD JOSEPH ; device, a large scallop
shell. (Henry Joseph, Y., 1763; Richard Joseph, 
Y., 1785 ; W., 1804; M., '05, '06.) Richard 
Joseph, Y., 1785. 

1055. EDWARD LOCKWOOD; a wheatsheaf and a dove. (Y., 
1768 ; W., '93, '97 ; M., '98.) 

rn56. PHILIP WHITE ; in a b. c., a lion rampant between two 
stars. (Y., 1778.) 

rn57. W. H. KrNG, 1786; a badger (?). (Wm. Harrison 
King, Y., 1786.) 

rn58 RICHARD BAGSHAW; same arms as Benjn. Townsend 
on touch, No. 967. 

1059. ROBERT BARNETT; a rose and a fl.eur-de-lys (p. 1.). 
(Y., 1783.) 

1060. -. WADSWORTH; a rose spray with coronet over. 
(? Wm. Wadsworth, Y., 1780.) 

1061. PETER LE KEux in attenuated oval ; a man on a race
horse. (Y., 1779.) 

1062. C. JONES ; b. p., a holy lamb with a flag, and LONDON 
below. (Y., 1786.) 

rn63. !oHN BROWN ; a Pegasus volant, a star above. (Re
peated. (?) Coney John Brown, Y., 1786.) 

1064. EDWARD SEAWELL; in large circle, a dove(?). (Y., 
1779.) 

rn65. R. M. in small plain oblong. (? Randall Moring, Y., 
1794.) 

1066. CARPENTER & HAMBERGER ; a pair of compasses and a 
globe. (? Henry Carpenter, H., 1757; John Ham
berger, Y., 1794.) 

1067. WooD & HILL; two sheep in a shield without border. 
(? Thos. Wood, Y., 1792 ; ? Roger Hill, Y., 1791.) 

1068. JOHN GRA v GREEN ; a female figure (? Hope) with an 
anchor and two mullets. (Y., 1793.) 

1069. I. M. ; a dove, and below, an anchor. (? John Mark
land, Y., 1770.) 

This is the end of the fourth touch-plate. 

Touch Plate V. (Dimensions 21¾ in. x 14i in.) 

On this plate all the touches are repeated, with the 
exception of No. 1074. There are twenty-one 
touches, from 1798 to 1824. 

1070. WILLIAM BATHUS ; a heart, with a rose above it. (Y., 
1797.) 
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rn54. HENRY & RICHARD JOSEPH ; device, a large scallop
shell. (Henry Joseph, Y., 1763; Richard Joseph, 
Y., 1785 ; W., 1804; M., '05, '06.) Richard 
Joseph, Y., 1785. 

1055. EDWARD LOCKWOOD; a wheatsheaf and a dove. (Y., 
1768 ; W., '93, '97 ; M., '98.) 

rn56. PHILIP WHITE ; in a b. c., a lion rampant between two 
stars. (Y., 1778.) 

rn57. W. H. KrNG, 1786; a badger (?). (Wm. Harrison 
King, Y., 1786.) 

rn58 RICHARD BAGSHAW; same arms as Benjn. Townsend 
on touch, No. 967. 

1059. ROBERT BARNETT; a rose and a fl.eur-de-lys (p. 1.). 
(Y., 1783.) 

1060. -. WADSWORTH; a rose spray with coronet over. 
(? Wm. Wadsworth, Y., 1780.) 

1061. PETER LE KEux in attenuated oval ; a man on a race
horse. (Y., 1779.) 

1062. C. JONES ; b. p., a holy lamb with a flag, and LONDON 
below. (Y., 1786.) 

rn63. !oHN BROWN ; a Pegasus volant, a star above. (Re
peated. (?) Coney John Brown, Y., 1786.) 

1064. EDWARD SEAWELL; in large circle, a dove(?). (Y., 
1779.) 

rn65. R. M. in small plain oblong. (? Randall Moring, Y., 
1794.) 

1066. CARPENTER & HAMBERGER ; a pair of compasses and a 
globe. (? Henry Carpenter, H., 1757; John Ham
berger, Y., 1794.) 

1067. WooD & HILL; two sheep in a shield without border. 
(? Thos. Wood, Y., 1792 ; ? Roger Hill, Y., 1791.) 

1068. JOHN GRA v GREEN ; a female figure (? Hope) with an 
anchor and two mullets. (Y., 1793.) 

1069. I. M. ; a dove, and below, an anchor. (? John Mark
land, Y., 1770.) 

This is the end of the fourth touch-plate. 

Touch Plate V. (Dimensions 21¾ in. x 14i in.) 

On this plate all the touches are repeated, with the 
exception of No. 1074. There are twenty-one 
touches, from 1798 to 1824. 

1070. WILLIAM BATHUS ; a heart, with a rose above it. (Y., 
1797.) 
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1071. PAUL FrsHER; a fisher in a boat. (Y., 1798.) 
1072. WILLIAM NETTLEFOLD, LONDON, 1799; a dove with 

olive-branch, perched on a worm of a still. (Y., 
1785.) 

1073. THOMAS PHILLIPS; a hand bearing a gillyflower (1800 
is scratched on the plate). (Y., 1795; W., 1809, 
'10, '16; M., '17.) 

1074. I. F. in plain ringed oval with two clasped hands. 
1075. S. T. in oval, ·with sun. (? Samuel Turner, Y., 1790.) 
1076. W. GROOME ; a draw-knife, with a hammer and a 

compass. (Y., 1798.) 
1077. WrLL" GIBBS; a soldier. (Y., 1804.) 
1078. ROGER MosER; b. p. three beehives, nine bees flying. 

(Y., 1806.) 
1079. \VILLIAM WALKER; a woolsack. (Y., 1787.) 
1080. CocKs, LONDON ; device, two cocks facing one another. 

(Samuel Cocks. Y., 1819. L., 1819.) 
1081. J osu HENRY GODFREY ; a tea-tray with a tea service 

displayed. (Y., 1807.) 
1082. R. STANTON, 37, BLACKMAN ST., BoRo; a banner of 

the royal arms of England. (Y., 1810.) 
1083. ASHLEY, MrnoRJES ; Britannia, with ship in the offing. 
1084. GEORGE ALDERSON ; crest, a lion issuing from a battle

mented crown, looking back and holding some
thing. (Y., 1817; W., '21 ; M., '23.) 

1085. RICHARD MISTER, BERMONDSEY STREET. Device, a 
square and compasses, with 86 in the central space. 
(Y., 1802; W., '20, '25; M., '27.) 

1086. W. M. in oval ; a dove with olive-branch, likewise a 
bee or fly. 

1087. MAw in small oval; a camel couchant. 
1088. W. C. Sw1FT; in square touch, a rose and thistle on 

the same stalk. (Y., 1809.) 
1089. J. STANTON, SHOE LANE; a scallop-shell. (Y., 1805.) 
1090. E. J. T. ASHLEY, LONDON ; a beehive and a tree. (Date 

scratched in plate, 1824.) (Y., 1821.) 

NOTE 
The touches on Touch Plate V have not been reproduced. 

Vide note, page 268. 



TOUCH PLATES 

The Touch Plates I, II, III, IV have been 
reproduced by special permission of the Worshipful 
Company of Pewterers, London, from the original 
Touch Plates in its possession. 

These have been redrawn to a uniform scale by 
Sheila McEwan. 

Touch Plate V has not been reproduced as, with 
the exception of pewter made by S. Cocks, very 
little of this late ware is met with nowadays. 




